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ABSTRACT

The field experiment aimed to investigate growth character
istics of grain sorghum (Sorghum bicolor
water supply.

(L.) Moench) under limited

Two hybrids, NK233 and DK-BR64, were planted at 100,000

and 250,000 plants/ha at Marana, Arizona, on July 7, 1977.

All plants

received a germination irrigation (25.4 cm) to fill the soil (up to
175 cm depth) to field capacity plus rainfall (7,4 cm), and those in
one-half of the plots received a supplemental irrigation (10.2 cm) 47
days after planting.

Exhaustion of moisture at the upper soil layers

caused early onset of leaf senescence, while dry matter accumulation
was suppressed about 20 days later when available moisture was
depleted up to 175 cm soil depth.

Crop growth rate (CGR) was highly

correlated with leaf area index (LAI) throughout the growing season,
while net assimilation rate remained stable under the different treat
ments.

Head growth rate (HGR) of DK-BR64 was less suppressed by water

deficit than CGR, and HGR exceeded CGR during the grain filling period.
More total nonstructural carbohydrate (TNC) was accumulated in the
stems of plants that did not receive the supplemental irrigation until
about one week after 50% bloom; thereafter, TNC was remobilized during
the grain filling period.

However, these adaptive changes were not

sufficient to sustain grain yields, resulting in 33% yield reduction
without the supplemental irrigation due to smaller grain size.

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The increasing demand for food is forcing improvement of
agricultural productivity in marginal as well as fertile areas of the
world.

During recent years, particular concern has been given to

semi-arid and arid regions, where potential productivity is promising.
Grain sorghum (Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moench) is one of the principal
food crops in these regions.

Called 'camel* crop, grain sorghum has

many favorable characteristics including potentially high produc
tivity, drought tolerance, and palatability.

The discovery of a male

sterile line broke a bottleneck for breeding high yielding hybrids,
and many improvements of cultural practices have further strengthened
the yield stability of this crop.
It is, however, a stern reality of life that there lies a
great gap between the experimentally exploited productivity of grain
sorghum and actual farm production in many areas.

Studies relating

to agronomic problems in dry regions contain many underlying complex
ities.

Productivity of sorghum is restricted not only by the shortage

of water but also by the inapplicability of cultural practices
developed in the humid regions.

In order to narrow the gap and cope

with the complicated situations for grain sorghum production in dry
regions, agricultural scientists must develop and apply appropriate
technology from many disciplines.

This study was9 therefore, concerned with effects of plant
spacing and soil moisture factors, that significantly influence produc
tivity of grain sorghum in dry regions„

The principal objectives were

(1) to monitor several growth factors which affect sorghum growth and
yield under limited water supply using growth analysis methods, and
(2) to explore possible ways of improving sorghum productivity under
these particular conditions.

CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

Physiological Adaptation of Grain
Sorghum to Water Deficits
The water status of plant tissues is usually described using
the water potential Ofi) concept, which consists of three major compo
nents, turgor, osmotic, and matric potentials.

Water potential

gradients influence water movement within the xylem and perhaps through
plasmodesmata and sieve tubes; static turgor potential influences cell
enlargement, leaf turgidity, and stomatal aperture; and osmotic poten
tial and the solute environment influence biochemical reactions (Wiebe,
1972).

Another term to describe plant-water relationships is relative

water content (RWC).

There exist identifiable relationships between

RWC and water potential that characterize drought adaptive mechanisms
at the tissue level.

Plant-Water Relationships of Grain Sorghum
Water Status of Sorghum Plants.

Sanchez-Diaz and Kramer (1971)

first reported the high desiccation tolerance of grain sorghum leaf
tissues.

As. desiccation increased, the RWC of corn (Zea mays) leaves

dropped to 54.4% at a

of -12.8 bars, while the RWC of sorghum leaves

was still 71% at -15.7 bars.

Later, Beardsell and Cohen (1975)

reported a slower moisture release rate of sorghum compared with corn
leaves.

Thus sorghum leaf tissue showed a higher water conservation

capacity for a given drop of
(1973)

ip.

Furthermore, Sanchez-Diaz and Kramer

found that the percent changes in osmotic and turgor potentials

were twice as large for sorghum as for corn.

Also, after rewatering,

turgor potential of sorghum plants recovered faster than those of corn
plants and continued to increase during the following day.

This

result indicates that sorghum plants are able to attain higher \p and
turgor potential for a given amount of water absorbed than corn.
Adaptive Changes of Plant Water Status to Water Deficits.

The

primary response of plants to water deficits might be the reduction of
cell growth (Hsiao, 1973).

This immediate reduction of cell growth is

due to the change in turgor potential rather than bulk leaf ip (Acevedo
et al., 1971; Hsiao et al., 1970).

A clear linear relationship between

the leaf elongation rate and the turgor potential for sorghum plants
was recently reported (Fereres, 1976; Hsiao et al., 1976a).

The sig

nificance of turgor for plant growth is recognized to be at least
threefold;

(1) during the course of cell enlargement, turgor is

required to loosen and stretch cell walls (Cleland, 1971);

(2) the

opening of stomatal is basically initiated by turgor differences
between guard cells and subsidiary cells (Raschke, 1975); and

(3)

membrane-associated metabolisms in chloroplasts and polysomes are
affected by turgor change (Dhindsa and Cleland, 1975).

Therefore,

turgor maintenance is probably a key factor for continuous plant
growth under fluctuating plant water status.
turgor maintenance have been suggested;

Two mechanisms for

(1) the increase in cell

wall elasticity (Dainty, 1976; Weatherley, 1970), and

(2) the

increase in osmotic solute concentration in the cytoplasm (Hsiao et
al.9 1976a)•
When turgor is maintained by changing cell wall elasticity, a
relatively stable and sound osmotic environment persists in the
cytoplasm (Dainty, 1976).

This mechanism has been reported to take

place during water stress in corn (Sanchez-Diaz and Kramer, 1971) and
in broad bean (Vicia faba) (Elston et al., 1976).

However, since the

increase in cell wall elasticity must accompany a greater reduction of
water content for a given drop of ^ , its value becomes doubtful from
the point of water conservation and long-term growth for plants.
It has been established that water-stressed or salt-stressed
plants decrease osmotic potential to maintain turgor potential regard
less of falling ^ (e.g., Hellebust, 1976).

This phenomenon, the so-

called osmotic adjustment or osmoregulation, has been found to take
place in water-stressed sorghum and other species (Ackerson et al.,
1977; Hsiao et al., 1976a, b).

Fereres (1976) showed that as

water stress was gradually applied in the field, sorghum
plants exhibited decreasing osmotic potential in parallel with

\p .

Consequently, turgor potential was kept more or less constant through
out the growing season.

Jones and Turner (1978) provided confirmative

evidence for osmotic adjustment of sorghum leaves, which was not
attributed to the increase in cell wall elasticity (conversely, the
elasticity was decreased).
Osmotic potential in the cell can be decreased either by a
loss of water, which results in a concentration of solutes, or by

the increase in osmotica.

The former is unlikely to be a significant

factor since a considerable amount of water loss is needed to attain
the low osmotic potential values reported so far (Hsiao et al., 1976a).
Various osmotica responsible for osmotic adjustment have been suggested.
Hsiao et al. (1976a) suggested that soluble sugars could cause the
osmotic adjustment, but sugars appear not to be a major factor causing
osmotic adjustment in cotton (Gossypium hirsutum) (Cutler and Rains,
1978).

Despite the uncertainty as to osmotic agent, circumstantial

evidence strongly indicates that osmotic adjustment of sorghum plants
can result mainly from the increase in osmolality in the cell (Stout
and Simpson, 1978).

Whatever the real mechanism is, osmotic adjust

ment must be an important part of hardening, and osmotically adjusted
plants actually demonstrated their adaptability to subsequent drought
as will be discussed later (p. 20-35).
Changes in Cell Structure Due to Water Deficits.

Two common

changes in plants exposed to drought are the reduction in cell size
and the thickening of cell walls (Stocker, 1960).

Water stress

reduces sorghum cell size and number (McCree and Davis, 1974), and
may increase specific leaf weight (Stout and Simpson, 1978).

Recently

Cutler et al. (1977) re-examined the significance of such xeromorphic
changes in plants due to water deficits, and suggested that the
alteration of cell size or cell wall volume significantly influences
plant-water relationships.

That is, a reduction in cell size will

result in a rather large change in the ratio of cell wall to total
cell volume or in the osmotic volume.

Based upon this assumption,

Cutler and Rains (1978) demonstrated that, for hardened cotton, osmotic

adjustment could be explained only by the interaction of solute
accumulation and cell size reduction, but neither factor alone could
be sufficient to account for the large reduction in osmotic potential.
Steudle and Zimmerman (1977) further pointed out that small cells
would require much smaller changes in cell turgor potential than
large ones to reach a certain degree of cell wall stretching necessary
to initiate extensive growth.
Although Jones and Turner (1978) observed in sorghum that
gradual water stress reduced the tissue elasticity by about one-half,
this change might have resulted partly from cell wall thickening and
cell size reduction.

The interaction between solute concentration

and structural change in the sorghum cells might take place in
response to water stress, but more research is needed to confirm this
assumption.

Transpiration
Nonstomatal Control of Transpiration.

Although the part of

the plant pathway that is most responsible for nonstomatal control of
water flow is uncertain, there is some evidence that sorghum has a
considerable internal resistance to water flow.

Rawson and Begg

(1977) reported that when a single leaf was exposed to low humidity,
sorghum and other
rate than did

species showed a significantly lower transpiration
species under adequately watered conditions.

However,

Beadle et al. (1973) failed to find such a difference in transpiration
rate for sorghum and corn plants exposed to water stress.

Subsequently,

Ackerson and Krieg (1977) showed that, under nonlimited water supply

conditions9 field-grown sorghum was able to maintain a constant leaf

o f about -15 bars regardless of increasing transpiration rates;
whereas, corn plants had decreasing
spiration rates.

linear to the increase in tran

Both crops were at the grain filling stage, and

stomata remained open despite decreasing \p .

Thus sorghum transported

water more efficiently to meet evaporative demand during that partic
ular stage than corn.

Blum and Sullivan (1974) showed that sorghum

plants subjected to two cycles of drying could maintain higher leaf
than nonstressed ones when both were later stressed at soil
less than -6 bars.

of

Thus the efficiency of the water transport system

for sorghum can be enhanced by drought conditioning.
Drought-conditioning, conversely, appears to increase resistance
to water flow in the leaf mesophyll tissue.

Blum and Sullivan (1974)

found that pre-stressed sorghum had increased diffusive resistance
even though stomatal aperture hardly changed.

Lancaster and Mann

(1977) measured the leaf resistance of lupine (Lupinus luteus) with
both a diffusion porometer and a viscous flow meter, and found that
as water stress increased, the apparent diffusive resistance increased
to a greater extent compared with the viscous flow resistance
(stomatal resistance).

Since leaf resistance to water vapor is

measured mostly with a diffusion porometer, it is possible that
drought can induce changes in leaf resistance other than stomatal
resistance undetected with this method.

In this regard, Jarvis and

Slatyer (1970) suggested the increase in nonstomatal resistance could
be attained by the dense and thick mesophyll cell wall with a high
hydraulic resistance.

It has often been suggested that the occurrence of white waxy
bloom on sorghum leaves and leaf sheaths helps to control transpiration
(Sanchez-Diaz et al,, 1972).
net CC

>2

Chatterton et al. (1975) found that both

exchange and transpiration rate were lower in the sorghum lines

with bloom than those without bloom, but the assimilation ratio (photo
synthesis/ transpiration) was higher in the former.

Also, Kanemasu and

Arkin (1974) found that the bloom could increase visible reflectance
by about 10%.

Thus the development of bloom in sorghum plants improves

water use efficiency by increasing the boundary layer resistance
(Jones, 1976) or by decreasing incoming radiation on the leaves.
Stomatal Control of Transpiration.

The response of stomata

to leaf water status and environmental factors is important for
controlling both transpiration and photosynthesis. Variables affecting
stomatal opening include light, CC^, temperature, humidity, leaf age,
and water stress (Hsiao, 1975).

Sorghum is amphistomatous having a

higher density on the abaxial surface (Liang et al., 1975).

Stomata

on both sides of the leaf may respond to light in a similar way
(Turner, 1973; Turner and Begg, 1973).

There is, however, an indi

cation that abaxial stomata can respond to light more quickly than
adaxial stomata (Turner, 1970).

Under field conditions, light

intensity is a dominant factor in controlling stomatal opening, and
well-irrigated sorghum stomata do not close even at a midday if’ of -15
bars (Turner, 1974b; Turner and Begg, 1973).
When water deficits become severe, however, the water status
of leaves becomes an important factor in regulating stomatal aperture

(Turner, 1974a, b).

Turner (1974a) observed that the stomata of the

sorghum plants grown at a soil ip of -4 to -7 bars opened only in the
early morning, and then remained closed during the rest of the day.
The midday depression of stomata opening occurs only when leaf ip falls
to a threshold value.

Turner (1974a) observed a threshold leaf ip value

of -20 bars for sorghum in the field, which was significantly lower
than the value for corn or tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum) .

This value,

however, is not absolute since opening of stomata is determined by
the turgor balance between guard cells and subsidiary cells; therefore,
corresponding ^ values will always vary.

Turner (1974b) proposed that

the bulk leaf turgor potential might be a better measurement since
most of the species examined suddently closed their stomata within a
narrow range of turgor potential (0 to 3 bars).
The above-mentioned stomatal behavior varies with the side
and position of the leaf, leaf age, growth conditions, and cultivar
(Turner, 1974b).

Both adaxial and abaxial stomata appear to respond

to water deficits similarly in the field (Turner, 1974a), but adaxial
stomata are more sensitive to water stress in sorghum grown in the
growth chamber (Henzell et al., 1975).

The sensitivity of sorghum

stomata to light remains stable for a long time (Ludlow and Wilson,
1971; Turner and Begg, 1973), whereas the sensitivity to water stress
tends to decrease as aging proceeds (Ackerson and Krieg, 1977;
Hultquist, 1973).

Particularly when plants are at the grain filling

stage, stomata remain open at a tfr of -24 bars for sorghum, and -28
bars for wheat (Triticum aestivum) (Ackerson and Krieg, 1977; Frank
et al., 1973).

However, differences which exist in the stomatal

11
response to water stress before and after anthesls may not be attributed
solely to aging.

For wheat, at any given leaf

^ , leaf diffusive

conductance is always higher after anthesis than before anthesls until
it reaches the minimum value (Morgan, 1977).
The Shift of Threshold Water Potential for Stomatal Closure.

Al

though our understanding of the mechanism of stomate movement is still
incomplete (Allaway and Milthorpe, 1976; Raschke, 1975), it has
gradually been recognized that pre-stressed plants have a lower thresh
old

for stomatal closure.

Glover (1959) indicated that sorghum

stomata were tolerant to desiccation and capable of recovering quickly
when rewatered.

Turner and Begg (1973) also reported no increase in

the leaf diffusive resistance of sorghum plants grown in the field at
a^

of -15 bars, which was low enough for the growth chamber-grown

plants to close stomata (Beardsell and Cohen, 1975; Sanchez-Diaz and
Kramer, 1971).

McCree (1974) further clearly demonstrated that

stomata of sorghum plants which had been subjected to five cycles of
moderate soil moisture stress could become less responsive to decreasing
leaf 4* than the stomata of well-watered plants.

Hence, the threshold

ip values for stomatal closure decreased from about -18 bars for non
stressed plants to below -29 bars for the pre-stressed plants.

The

mechanism of such a shift of ^ for stomatal closure is not well
understood; however, it has been indicated that there might be changes
in stomate-controlling factors including the osmotic environments of
epidermis cells (Hsiao, 1976), the thickness and elasticity of guard

12
cell walls (DeMichele and Sharpe» 1973; Sharpe and DeMickele» 1974),
and the threshold if' for endogenous antitranspirant synthesis (p. 1719).

Carbon Metabolism in Response to Water Deficits
Photosynthesis and Respiration.

Determining relationships

between photosynthesis and water deficits is rather complex since it
is difficult to separate stomatal from nonstomatal effects (Boyer,
1976a, b).

Boyer (1976b) summarized water stress effects on photo

synthesis as follows: photosynthesis inhibition induced by water stress
is accompanied by stomatal closure under high irradiance and losses in
chloroplast activity under low irradiance, but the inhibition is
caused neither by increases in dark respiration or photorespiration
nor by changes in chloroplast pigment content for periods of 2 to 3
days after water stress.
As already discussed (p. 9-12), water stress induces stomatal
closure, but the threshold if)value for it can be modified considerably
with a hardening treatment.
characteristic

Furthermore, grain sorghum has a

photosynthetic pathway, which is well adapted to

hot arid conditions (Bjorkman, 1975).
that the advantages of

Bjorkman (1975) emphasized

photosynthesis would be at a maximum under

conditions where photosynthesis was limited by the intercellular COg
concentration due to decreased stomatal conductance.

Therefore, the

photosynthesis of drought-adapted sorghum is unlikely to be limited by

C O 2 even though its stomata partially close due to temporal water
deficits (Ackerson and Krieg, 1977),
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It should be determined whether or not drought-adapted plants
have a photosynthetic apparatus adaptable to decreasing

if). Giles et

al. (1976) observed that as soon as the stomata of water-stressed
sorghum closed at a leaf \p o f -14 bars, a marked reduction in the
amount of starch in the bundle sheath chloroplasts took place.
However, further changes in the ultrastructure of the leaf cells were
not observed up to a ^ of -37 bars.

The chloroplasts showed no

indication of structural rearrangement at any level of stress, which
was in distinct contrast with corn (Giles et al., 1974).

Furthermore,

Shearman et al. (1972) reported that the rapid reduction in CO^ ex
change of sorghum occurred only when the leaf if* dropped to -20 bars.
However, this reduction was likely due to stomatal closure since
/

these stressed plants rapidly resumed the original exchange rate at
the moment of stomatal opening.

Although there are some data showing

the reduction in net photosynthesis at much higher ip values (-5 to -8
bars) (Beadle et al., 1973; Blum and Sullivan, 1972), these discrep
ancies may be partly due to the difference in environments where the
plants were grown.

For example, Sullivan and Eastin (1974) indicated

that the methods of water-stressing could influence the Hill activities
of isolated chloroplasts.
The activities of photosynthetic enzymes appear to be less
sensitive to water stress.

Neither of the carboxylating enzymes

(phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase and ribulose diphosphate carboxylase)
in sorghum is affected by ip within a range of -13 to -30 bars
(Ackerson, 1977; Shearman et al., 1972).

Sullivan et al. (1973)
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noted that the Hill reaction of chloroplasts isolated from the non
irrigated sorghum was comparable to that from well-irrigated plants
irrespective of different if' values.
It is uncertain which component of ip affects nonstomatal parts
of photosynthetic processes.

Potter and Boyer (1973) failed to find

inhibition in sunflower chloroplast activity by treating with sorbitol
solution.

In this respect, Hsiao (1973) suggested that cytoplasmic

macromolecules like chloroplasts have such low moduli of elasticity
that they could counterbalance the decrease in if) only by changing
turgor potential in the intact plants.
As implied from the observation by Giles et al. (1976), the
stress-induced alteration of carbon flow undetectable with the COg
exchange experiment should also be examined in terms of photosynthetic
efficiency.

In wheat (Lawlor, 1976) and sunflower (Lawlor and Fock,

1977), the moderate water stress tended to convert carbon metabolism
toward amino acid synthesis at the expense of carbohydrate synthesis.
A similar trend was also observed in the
1977).

plant, corn (Kennedy,

However, it is not known whether these changes can be

attributed to decreased COg fixation or changed pool sizes of photo
synthetic intermediates.
As a whole, the feasibility of biochemical photosynthetic
processes adapting to drought is little understood. At least the
gas exchange experiments have shown that the drought-adapted plants
are able to fix more CO^ under water deficit conditions than non
adapted ones (e.g., Boyer and McPherson, 1975).

For field-grown
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sorghum, Fereres (1976) found that, despite a l o w \p value (-16 bars),
the upper leaves of gradually water-stressed plants were capable of
exchanging CO^ as efficiently as those of irrigated ones.

Therefore,

turgor maintenance and other unknown hardening effects possibly
improve at least the CO^ fixation process of photosynthesis under
limited water supply.
Translocation and Partition.

The long-distance transport of

assimilate from source to sink is affected by sink and source
activities, the loading and unloading of the sieve elements, and
the velocity of assimilate movement in the sieve tubes (Evans and
Wardlow, 1976); therefore, water stress effect on any of these
processes will result in an overall reduction of translocation.
Since the effects of water stress on sink (leaf) and source (growing
points and grain) will be discussed

later (p. 20-35), the focus here

pertains to the transport system,
Wardlow (1967, 1969), from a series of

experiments using

pot-grown wheat and Lolium temulentum plants, concluded that the
decrease in the translocation rate under water stress conditions was
due to the reduction in concurrent photosynthesis or sink strength
rather than any other direct effect on the conducting system.

This

generalization is confirmed by more recent data (e.g., Johnson and
Moss, 1976; Munns and Pearson, 1974).

Field experiments have also

shown that the absolute amount of photosynthate retained by leaves
of water-stressed plants becomes comparable to that of nonstressed
plants as time progresses (Brevedan and Hodges, 1973; Johnson and
Moss, 1976; Jurgens et al., 1978), indicating a water stress effect

on the translocation process dependent on concentration gradient.
results also imply that once the CO

2

These

assimilation process is adapted to

water stress, translocation can operate at the relatively normal rate.
Particularly in

plants, the principal part of vein loading is

likely to be caused by the concentration gradient of sucrose rather
than by the energy supply (Lush and Evans, 1974; Troughton and Currie,
1977); therefore, adaptation of translocation processes to drought
conditions may more readily be accomplished in these species.
Once assimilate is exported from the source, its destination
will be influenced strongly by sink strength.

Water stress mainly

affects assimilate distribution by strengthening hierarchical relation
ships among various sinks within a plant.

Wardlaw (1967) observed

that in water-stressed wheat under growth-chamber conditions, the
flag leaf and second leaf increased the proportion of assimilates
moving to the ear rather than that to the roots and new tillers.

A

similar trend was also found in the field, where wheat plants which
were gradually exposed to water stress recovered 82% of the
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C fed

during the grain filling period in the grain (average of three
exposure dates), while the irrigated plants recovered only 68.8%
with the stem retaining the remainder (Johnson and Moss, 1976) .
However, this tendency of source-sink relationships is likely to
vary with genotypes.
when

14

CO

2

For example, Hultquist (1973) reported that

was fed to two hybrids of severely stressed grain sorghum

during floral initiation, one hybrid (C-42y) recovered a greater

14

C

specific activity in the developing panicle, while the other (RS620)
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recovered a greater activity in the lower parts of the shoots and the
roots.

Accumulation of Particular Substances Due to Water Deficits
Abscisic Acid.

It has been observed that water stress induces

abscisic acid (ABA) accumulation in the leaves (e.g., Hsiao, 1973).
Beardsell and Cohen (1975) first showed that, as water stress devel
oped, sorghum leaves increased ABA concentration and leaf resistance
simultaneously with a threshold leaf ip of about -10 bars.

Larque-

Saavedra and Wain (1976) also found that the drought-tolerant sorghum
cultivar (M35-1) as well as corn cultivars accumulated significantly
higher concentrations of ABA than drought-sensitive ones in response
to desiccation.
Although the functions of ABA under water stress conditions
are not yet completely understood, it has been suggested that ABA
might be responsible for water stress-induced stomatal closure (e.g.,
Raschke, 1975).

Beardsell and Cohen (1975) suggested that ABA

migration from the mesophyll cells to the epidermis must occur prior
to initial stomatal closure since detectable accumulation of ABA
could occur later.

This was supported by Loveys' (1977) experiment,

where the epidermis tissues which were separated from broad beans
(Vicia faba) could not synthesize ABA, but only the intact leaves
could accumulate it in the mannitol solution.

Therefore, the absolute

amount of ABA accumulated under water stress conditions may not be
necessarily associated with drought resistance.

In this regard,

Davies (1978) found that the stomata of Vicia faba plants which were
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previously exposed to water stress were more sensitive to exogenously
applied ABA than those of nonstressed plants.
hardened plant could have a lower threshold

He suggested that the
value for ABA synthesis

or translocations but beyond this value the sensitivity to ABA could
markedly increase.
Another role of ABA under water stress conditions was recently
suggested.

Lancaster and Mann (1977) discovered that when ABA was

applied to the culture solution of lupine plants, the diffusive
resistance of the leaves increased to a greater extent compared with
the viscous flow resistance.

Therefore it may be possible that ABA

is associated with nonstomatal regulation of transpiration under
water deficit conditions.

If this condition occurs in sorghum, its

significance relative to drought adaptation is apparent.

Additionally,

it was reported that phaseic acid, an afterproduct of ABA, could
inhibit photosynthesis of 20 species including sorghum by increasing
mesophyll resistance to CO^ (Kriedemann et al., 1975); therefore, ABA
appears to be related to water stress physiology to a greater extent.
Farnesol.

All-trans-farnesol, which was found only in water-

stressed Sorghum sudanense, was reported to effectively close stomata
of sorghum as well as Comelina communis (Wellburn et al., 1974).

In

fact, farnesol is more effective than ABA, and a very dilute aqueous
emulsion of farnesol can close stomata of Sorghum bicolor, too.
However, this substance has a less prolonged inhibitory effect than
ABA.

It has been suggested that farnesol can be responsible for

short-term (hours) stomatal response to water stress and the rapid
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recovery after the plants have regained turgor, compared with rather
delayed recovery from ABA-induced stomatal closure (days) (Fenton et
al., 1977).
Proline.

Proline is an amino acid associated with water stress,

and was once suggested to be a criterion of drought resistance for
barley (Hordeum vulgare) (Singh et al., 1972, 1973).

Sorghum plants

also accumulate proline in response to water stress after a visible
sign of wilting or stomatal closure takes place (Waldren et al., 1974).
Blum and Ebercon (1976) found that the production of free proline
began at leaf ^ of -14 to -16 bars, which was consistent with the leaf
tJ
i

for 10 cultivars studied.

They also observed that the maximum

proline accumulation was not related to desiccation tolerance but was
significantly related to recovery rating of the cultivars examined;
they suggested that proline was a possible source of respiratory
energy for recovering plants.

Less correlation between proline

accumulation and drought resistance was also reported in barley
(Hansen et al., 1977).

Even so, an adaptive value of proline accu

mulation to drought still remains to be investigated.

For instance,

Schobert (1977) proposed that proline might provide biopolymers in
the cytoplasm with hydrophilic groups and thus reduce the amount of
water molecules necessary for those polyols under increasing
dehydration..
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Growth of Grain Sorghum in
Response to Water Deficits

Vegetative Growth
Roots. Under water deficit conditions, plant roots must
function as a water exporter and strong sink for assimilate, which
facilitates persistent growth.
growth must be assessed:

Three critical features of root

(1) the rooting density, (2) the duration

and rate of root extension, and (3) the depth of penetration (Evans
and Wardlaw, 1976).

Miller (1916) reported that, although both root

systems were almost the same in extensibility, the ratio of secondary
to primary roots was twice as great for sorghum as for corn at several
growth stages.

Grain sorghum also produces about twice as much root

dry matter as c o m under both irrigated and nonirrigated conditions
(Mayaki et al., 1976).

The major difference in root density between

sorghum and corn exists in the upper 30 cm of the soil profile
although sorghum roots penetrate into somewhat deeper depth.

Moreover,

sorghum roots can grow more rapidly than barley and wheat roots
(Hackett, 1973), and have a greater dry weight per unit volume of
soil than soybean roots (Teare et al., 1973).
Vega (1972), on the other hand, could not find a significant
difference in root length density or rooting depth between corn and
sorghum; however, this comparison is meaningless unless genotypic
differences are considered.

Bhan et al. (1973) reported that drought-

resistant sorghums of the eight strains examined showed greater depth
of penetration, higher root/shoot ratios, and higher numbers and
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weights of roots both 40 days after emergence and at maturity than
drought-susceptible strains.

These genotypic differences were similarly

found for three week old plants grown in sand (Nour and Weibel, 1978).
Regardless of the favorable characteristics of sorghum roots,
it should be realized that root growth is very flexible and interacts
with many internal and external factors (e.g., Carson, 1974).

Partic

ularly in dry regions, plant roots suffer not only from soil moisture
deficits but also from increased mechanical strength of soil.

Taylor

and Ratliff (1969a) suggest that retarded root growth under soil
moisture stress conditions initially results from the increase in
penetrometer resistance of the soil.

Merrill (1976) reported a

significant interaction of soil strength and soil matric potential on
sorghum root growth under decreasing soil moisture, and indicated that
root characteristics under drought conditions should be evaluated
based upon these two factors.

Taylor and Ratliff (1969b) further

reported that the osmotic potential of cotton root tissue was sig
nificantly correlated with root resistance to mechanical impedance.
This result might imply the possibility that roots adapt to the two
limiting factors under drought conditions through the same mechanism,
i.e., osmotic adjustment.

In fact, Martin (1930) pointed out that the

higher osmotic concentration of the roots might aid sorghum to resist
desiccation for a longer time than corn plants.

Hsiao and Acevedo

(1974) also suggested that the increased root/shoot ratio under water
deficit conditions might be responsible for the greater ability of
roots to osmotically adjust to stress.
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Although root growth has been measured by various criteria, root
weight can hardly represent the hydraulic capacity of the root system
(Hackett, 1973).

The simple comparison of root weight in the different

soil depths might be misleading since roots in the deeper soil region
was found to have a greater proportion of surface area in relation to
root weight (Heatherly, 1975).

Fereres (1976) showed that, under

irrigated conditions, water absorption rates of sorghum plants were
proportional to root length per unit soil volume.

However, under

decreasing soil moisture conditions, water absorption of sorghum roots
became dependent on soil ^ rather than root density.

These results

indicate that there are two phases relating to water absorption by
roots: root density-dependent and soil water potential-dependent
phases.

Molz (1976) suggested from the theoretical consideration that

the first phase water uptake takes place within a range of 90% soil
moisture availability.

In other words, water uptake by plants depends

largely on the product of root density x root conductivity per unit
root length even under moderate soil moisture stress.
It is apparent that root extensibility and density significantly
influence plant-water relations of sorghum.

Most experiments have

shown a reduction of root dry weight or a smaller change in distribution
pattern than expected under nonirrigated conditions (Kaigama et al.,
1977; Mayaki et al., 1976; Nakayama and Van Bavel, 1963); however,
undetected alterations of root systems (e.g., root density and root
conductivity) probably have occurred in response to. soil moisture
level.

In fact, Fereres (1976) found slightly higher root density per
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unit soil area for nonirrigated than irrigated sorghum plants.

Unfortu

nately, it is uncertain what causes plants to realize such a change in
root growth.
Tillers.

Sorghum produces 0-6 tillers per plant, and the

number of tillers depends on genotype (Sieglinger and Martin, 1939),
temperature (Downes, 1968), soil fertility (Shen and Harrison, 1965),
soil moisture (Blum, 1973), plant spacing (p. 38-44), and other
factors.

Three aspects should be assessed in the interaction between

tillering habit and water stress:

(1) self-thinning in response to

early water stress, (2) intraplant competition in response to late.water
stress, and (3) light environment (p. 26).
Earlier Kapper (1929) found that the consistency of yield
performance in milo sorghum was attributed to its self-adjustment to
soil moisture through tillering.

On the other hand, Blum (1973) found

that drought-tolerant sorghum cultivars produced consistently more
tillers with matured heads than drought-susceptible cultivars under
stress conditions.

He also determined that the tolerant cultivars

produced a similar number of tillers under non-stress conditions, in
which the susceptible cultivars produced more tillers.

These results

indicate the stability of tillering habit in the tolerant cultivars.
When plants rely solely on stored moisture, the persistency of the
tillering habit will represent a part of the overall drought resistance
of a cultivar.

When plants rely on unpredictable precipitation or

irrigation, the rapid response of the tillering habit to water supply
may provide additional heads per unit area.

The plasticity of the
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tillering habit, however, may not necessarily result in higher yields
unless compensatory increases of other yield components occur.
Once plants produce a certain number of tillers under decreasing
soil moisture conditions, then plants may encounter intraplant compe
tition.

Escalada and Plucknett (1975) suggested that rapidly growing

main stems and tillers might result in intraplant competition which
would destroy or stunt tillers.

The tillers can develop mature heads

only when they overcome intraplant competition.

This self-thinning

mechanism also operates under water stress conditions.

Turner (as

cited by Begg and Turner, 1976) reported a rapid decline of tiller
numbers when wheat was stressed after the maximum tillering stage.
Stout et al. (1978) also observed that, when water stress was applied
to sorghum after the maximum tillering stage, percentage green leaf
area decreased more rapidly in the tillers than in the main stem.
However, Fereres (1976) reported that once the number of tillers was
adjusted to soil moisture level, about the same number of grains was
produced on each head either from the main stem or from the tiller.
The degree of intraplant competition between main stem and tillers
probably depends on growth stage and genotype.

When the leaves of

either the main stem or tillers were removed, the remaining parts of
plants considerably supported the growth of the damaged stalks in some
cultivars (Bartel et al., 1935) but did not in other cultivars (Pauli
and Stickler, 1961).
The tillers that survive intraplant competition and water
stress may contribute considerably to whole grain yields (Fereres, 1976).
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Also, since tillers develop later than the main stem, stress at a
specific period does not necessarily result in reduction of grain yield
(Hsiao et al,, 1976b).
Leaves.

Plant leaves are important for the photosynthetic

surface and transpiration surface.

In general, crop growth rate and

relative plant evaporation rate (transpiration/evapotranspiration) are
positively correlated with the leaf area index (LAI) only when it is
in the range of 3 to 4 (Fischer and Wilson, 1975b; Ritchie and Burnett,
1971; Tateno and Ojima, 1973).
Water stress affects LAI development in several ways:
leaf growth, and canopy architecture.

tillering,

As discussed in the previous

section, plants adjust to water deficits first by reducing tiller
numbers.

If a cultivar has a tillering habit very sensitive to water

stress, the tillers can only provide a small leaf area to aid the
sorghum canopy in establishing an optimum LAI.
Although leaf growth is highly sensitive to water stress
(McCree, 1974; McCree and Davis,

1974), it is possible for drought-

adapted plants to attain a constant leaf growth rate under water
deficit conditions (Fereres, 1976; Hsiao et al., 1976a).

Furthermore,

it has been indicated that water stress might improve canopy
architecture under a similar LAI.

Martin (1930) pointed out that

sorghum leaves could more quickly fold up than corn leaves due to a
loss of water from motor cells on the upper surface.

Thus water

stress may increase the erectness of leaves and improve light inter
ception by the sorghum canopy.

However, it is not known what level

of water stress can cause the change in the leaf angle without any
effect on photosynthesis.

Fereres (1976) observed that well-adapted

sorghum plants increased the leaf angle throughout the grain filling
period without any effect on CO^ exchange.

In addition to these

changes, the decreased number of tillers caused by water stress may
prevent densely-planted sorghum plants from mutual shading.

Under

limited water supply, even cultivars which profusely tiller reduce
late tillering, otherwise they may contribute to the whole plant LAI
but not to final grain yields (Shipley and Regier, 1975).
Leaf area duration (LAD) is another characteristic of leaf
growth that needs to be considered under stress conditions.

It has

frequently been observed that water stress hastens leaf senescence
(Boyer and McPherson, 1975; Fischer, 1973; Kaigama et al., 1977; Tateno
and Ojima, 1976); however, the actual mechanism for water stressinduced senescence is not completely understood.

Although it has been

reported that water stress causes the metabolic changes associated
with senescence such as the increase in ribonuclease activity (Morilla
et al., 1973) and the reduction in nitrate reductase activity (Teare
et al., 1974), contradictory data exist.

Ludlow (1975) found that

when the C4 grass, Panicum maximum, was subjected to various periods
and degrees of water stress, each plant resumed its preceding photo
synthetic rate after rewatering. Thus, in this case, water stress
must have suspended the aging of the plants.

In corn, the water stress-

induced reduction in chlorophyll content or chlorophyll b/a ratio can
be reversed when the water stress is released (Alberte and Thornber,
1977).

The leaves of French beans (Phaseolus vulgaris) which had
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been exposed to various water stresses showed similar changes in ratio
of photosynthetic system I to II during leaf ontogenesis (Pospisolova
et al., 1976).
It is possible that the metabolic changes other than senescence
do occur in water-stressed leaves.

Presumably, sink strength (grain)

after heading is so much greater than source strength (leaf) that the
remobilization of nutrients and assimilate may take place.

In this

respect, Henzell and Gillieron (1973) found that the partial removal
of inflorescences reduced the senescent rate of water-stressed sorghum
leaves.

Also, stomatal control of transpiration is not as effective

after heading as before heading (p. 10-11); therefore, even the welladapted plants may transpire rapidly and decrease the leaf ij> thus,
resulting in an enhanced senescence of the lower leaves (Ackerson
and Krieg, 1977).
In fact, preconditioned corn plants showed only a small
reduction in the senescent rate under water stress conditions compared
with non-preconditioned plants (Boyer and McPherson, 1975).
is unlikely that plants can adapt to drought in terms of LAD.

Thus it
On the

other hand, the crop growth rate of grain sorghum after heading is
correlated with the net assimilation rate rather than LAI (Tateno and
Ojima, 1973, 1976).

The negative effects of the LAI reduction on grain

growth may be alleviated to some extent by both the maintenance of a
high photosynthetic rate (p. 12-15) and improved light environment
under gradually increased water deficit conditions.
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Reproductive Growth
Inflorescence Development.

Although most yield components of

grain sorghum, except for head numbers per unit area, are determined
after panicle initiation (PI), seed numbers of some sorghum cultivars
are already determined before PI.

Grain yields of these cultivars can

be reduced by thinning or shading before PI (Clegg and Maranville,
1972; Willey and Basiime, 1973).

High temperatures before PI also

reduce grain weight per branch especially near the base of the panicle
(Downes, 1972).

Similarly, Goldsworthy and Tayler (1970) reported

that thinning after PI. did not affect the grain yields in an African
cultivar.

Eastin and Sullivan (1974) suggested that the size of the

apex formed by PI could affect potential inflorescence structure as
well as leaf size.

Therefore water stress before PI is very detrimental

to the yields of some cultivars because cell growth and apex size might
considerably be reduced.
Water stress before PI often delays the initiation of panicle
primordium (Whiteman and Wilson, 1965).

King and Evans (1977)

suggested that the inhibition or delay of floral initiation in Lolium
temulentum might be responsible for the stress-induced increase in
ABA concentration in the apex.

Zeevaart (1977) also observed the

considerable increase in dehydrophaseic acid (a metabolite of ABA)
concentration in the shoot apex of water-stressed Ricinus communis.
Once a reproductive apex initiates, the shoot apex of sorghum
first differentiates branch primordia acropetally, then spikelet
primordia basipetally (Lee et al., 1974).

The sequence of
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inflorescence development is, however, affected by the apex size and a
time-lapse between different primordium differentiation (Blum, 1977).
Downes (1972) reported that low temperatures prolonged the time-lapse
period up to spikelet differentiation.

When sorghum plants received

a series of severe water stresses, the inflorescence development was
suspended; yet, it was resumed on rewatering (Whiteman and Wilson,
1965).

When water stress was more gradually applied, however, there

was little difference in the growth rate and duration of panicles
between irrigated and non-irrigated sorghum plants (Fereres, 1976).
Response of inflorescence differentiation to stress.may depend
on the difference in stress level and other environmental factors.
Angus and Moncur (1977) observed that the days from floral initiation
to anthesis in wheat were shortened by mild stress (up to a leaf ip of
about -20 bars) but then were lengthened by more severe stress.

This

trend was particularly evident in tillers, and was independent of the
timing of the applied stress.

Interestingly, ABA treatment after

floral initiation was reported to promote the inflorescence develop
ment in wheat (Quarrie and Jones, 1977).
Slatyer (1973) suggested that the differentiation of new
primordia might be more sensitive to water stress than the growth of
existing primordia.

This selective effect of water stress may partly

explain the partial death rather than the whole death of sorghum
inflorescence observed in the field (Clegg, 1971),

Husain and

Aspinall (1970) found that the ip of the wheat apex was unchanged
until the leaf RWC fell to a level as low as 75%, whereas primordium
differentiation was retarded at a leaf RWC of 90%.

This result also
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implies that water stress may inhibit either the synthesis of floral
stimuli in early stressed leaves or its transport to the differentiating
apex.
Both embryo and pollen developments are also important proc
esses in determining potential grain numbers.

Under normal conditions,

aborted spikelets in sorghum represent 1% of the total number of spikelets in the whole panicle (Lommasson et al„, 1971); however, high temper
atures arrest embryo growth at the early stage especially in florets near
the base of the panicle (Downes, 1972)„

In corn, drought resulted in

abnormal embryo development (Moss and Downey, 1971).

In wheat, water

stress induced male-sterile florets (Bingham, 1966).

Gilissen (1977)

also observed that extremely low humidity inhibited the swelling and
germination of pollen grains in petunia (Petunia hybrida). Unfor
tunately, the relevant observation for sorghum is not available;
however, many reports have shown that sorghum is most susceptible to
water stress from boot to bloom stage (Inuyama et al., 1976; Inuyama,
1978; Lewis et al,, 1974; Shipley and Regier, 1975; Stewart et al.,
1975).

Also, grain yield is most significantly correlated with soil

moisture availability during this period (Nix and Fitzpatrick, 1969).
Conceivably, water stress affects both male and female fertility and
the fertilization process in sorghum, too.
Salter and Goode (1967) suggested that for cereal crops, the
most sensitive stages to water stress were during the formation of
the reproductive organs and flowering.

Water stress during this

period reduces grain yield through a reduction in the number of
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grains per head.

It is, however, uncertain whether the retarded growth

of the inflorescence results from direct effects of the decreased \p or
of its components in the apex (Barlow et al., 1977), or an indirect
effect from the inhibition of translocation of essential substances
from the early stressed vegetative organs (Husain and Aspinall, 1970;
Moss and Downey, 1971).
Grain Growth.

Grain growth after anthesis consists of two

distinct phases; cell division and cell expansion.

For sorghum,

Sanders (1955) reported that cell division in the endosperm could
complete within the first one-sixth of the total endosperm growth
period.

This initial phase also includes the lag period, at which

the

apparent dry weight increase does not yet take place (Evans and
Wardlaw, 1976).

In sorghum the lag period appears to be about 14

days (Eastin, 1972a).

Bacos et al. (1977) reported that during this

lag period, nonstructural carbohydrate concentration increased in
the stems of sorghum plants.
The metabolic nature of the post-anthesis reserve appears to
influence the cell division phase of grain growth to a great extent.
Brocklehurst (1977) showed that in wheat, floret removal at anthesis
increased the endosperm cell numbers and grain size, while the same
treatment 15 days after anthesis had little effect.

He also found

that one cultivar producing small grains had significantly fewer
endosperm cell numbers than did the other cultivar producing large
grains.

Similarly, Fischer and Wilson (1975a) showed that spikelet

removal in sorghum at anthesis was more effective in increasing grain
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size than the same treatment one week after anthesis.

These results

strongly indicate that potential grain size, as well as endosperm cell
numbers, is determined by assimilate or nutrition level during the lag
period.
Consistent with other cereal crops, sorghum grain growth depends
mostly on post-anthesis photosynthesis (Fischer and Wilson, 1971a), and
of the final grain weight, more than 90% is supplied by the head and
upper four leaves (Fischer and Wilson, 1971b). Water stress, however,
considerably alters the photosynthetic area and sites (p. 25-27).
Instead, the relative importance of photosynthesis by head, stem, and
leaf sheath will.increase under water stress conditions.

Pasternak

and Wilson (1976) found that photosynthesis of sorghum heads was less
affected by rather severe water stress than that of leaves, and that
the relative contribution of head photosynthesis increased from 12
to 88%.

Furthermore, if the plants were gradually stressed, upper

plant parts could enhance the photosynthetic rate because of increased
sink demand from the grains.

This assumption is partially implied

from Pasternak and Wilson's (1976) data, in which the head of the
mildly stressed sorghum increased the amount of fixed CO^ by 35%.
It has often been reported that the shortage of assimilate can
partly be compensated for by remobilization of reserves stored in the
non-grain parts of the plant (Evans and Wardlow, 1976).

Tateno and

Ojima (1976) found that in water-stressed sorghum, 45 to 57% of the
grain weight could account for the redistribution of assimilate from
vegetative organs including roots.

In the extreme case of water

stress-induced redistribution, barley and wheat derived more than twothirds of grain yields from the reserve assimilates in vegetative
organs (e.g., Gallagher et al., 1975; Passioura, 1976).

Using

Bidinger et al. (1977) related the contribution of assimilates fixed
at various grain filling periods to grain weights in wheat and barley.
Their data showed that the increase in the contribution of preanthesis assimilate under drought conditions was relatively small
(from 12 to 22%), but that a larger proportion of the assimilate which
was fixed at each time tended to translocate to the grain.

Johnson

and Moss (1976) further found that the assimilate retained in the stem
of nonstressed wheat plants was mostly structural.

These results

evidently indicate that under drought conditions, the grains can become
a stronger sink than other organs, and that the sink strength of these
grains can further increase with time.

However, it seems that the

redistribution of assimilate strongly depends on genotype.

Wilson

and Chamberlin (1977) found that under increasing water stress
conditions, the sorghum hybrid ’RS610*

tended to derive more assim

ilate for grain growth from the stem than 'E57'.

Henderson (as cited

by Hsiao et al., 1976b) also found the opposite responses in grain
stover ratio between the cultivars *Ryer 15 * and ’Double Dwarf 38’
when the irrigation frequency was decreased.
The grain yields of sorghum are highly correlated with grain
growth duration under favorable conditions, but this relationship
hardly exists under water stress conditions (Eastin, 1972b).

Water

stress affects both grain growth rate and grain growth duration

(Kaigama et al., 1977; Tateno and Ojlma, 1976); therefore, the water
use efficiency during the grain filling period becomes more important
under stress conditions (Eastin and Sullivan, 1974).

However, it is

unlikely that water stress directly influences the metabolic activity
of growing grains.

Transpiration rate of the head remains relatively

constant regardless of the water status for the whole plant (Pasternak
and Wilson, 1976).

Also, in wheat, the spikelet \p is always about 20%

higher than the flag leaf ip (Morgan, 1977).

Fischer and Wilson (1975a)

and Muchow and Wilson (1976) suggested that the grain yield of sorghum
could be source-limited up to a relatively large grain size although
there are exceptional genotypes (Goldsworthy and Tayler, 1970; Muchow
and Wilson, 1976; Willey and Basiime, 1973).

Therefore, it seems that

grain growth under water stress conditions is strictly limited by
source of assimilate in most cases.
The physiological maturity of grain sorghum can be determined
by the black layer formation in the placental area near the kernel
attachment point (Eastin et al., 1973), which occurs when the phloem
parenchyma cells in the hilum region become blocked with mucilage
and pectic compounds (Giles et al., 1975).

It is, however, uncertain

whether this anatomical change is a cause or result of grain growth
cessation, and whether or not it is influenced by water stress.
Additionally, although it is frequently mentioned that water stressinduced hardening of the seed coat can limit grain growth, the
moisture content or RWC of grains is unlikely to vary with the
irrigation treatment at least while the grains are rapidly growing
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(Aspinall, 1965; Tateno and Ojima, 1976).

Sofleld et al. (1977) found

that water content per grain in wheat remained constant during the
grain filling period, whereas the rapid decline in water content was
coincidental with the cessation of grain growth.

Denmead and Millar

(1975) also discovered the \p o f wheat ears dropped below -100 bars
independently of the stem

ij>.

These results indicate that water

consumption by grain depends on the metabolic activity of grain rather
than the level of water supply.

Consequently, sink-limitation is

unlikely to take place for sorghum plants even under water stress
conditions during the grain filling period.

Modification of Consumptive Water Use

Micrometeorological Conditions of Dryland
Evapotranspiration (ET) is determined by the energy balance
among solar radiation (Rs), net radiation (Rn), latent heat (LE),
sensible heat flux (A), and soil heat flux (S) (Rosenberg, 1974).
Ritchie (1971) developed the empirical linear model to describe
the relationship between Rs and Rn in the grain sorghum field: Rn =
a (1 - et) Rs + b, where a and b are the regression coefficients, and a
is the reflection coefficient or albedo.

The value of a is linearly

related to fractional ground cover of the canopy.

Also, the albedo can

be reducing the water content of the soil surface (Ritchie, 1971) and
RWC of the leaves (Blum, 1975; Carlson et al,, 1971).
Once absorbed by the crop canopy, Rn is dissipated into LE,
A, and S (Ritchie, 1971).

The proportion of each energy flux depends
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on time as well as field conditions.
curvilinearly related to LAI.

Until LAI reaches 3 to 4, EX is

Ritchie and Burnett (1971) suggested

that the relative plant evaporation rate could be expressed by the
equation Ep/ETo = -0.21 + 0.70 LAI'2 (0.1 $ LAI £ 2.7), where Ep and
ETo are transpiration and potential EX, respectively.

Xhis relation

ship could be applied to both sorghum and cotton, and is not influenced
by the difference in the fractional ground cover of the two crops.
Therefore, the pattern of leaf area development significantly
influences EX during this phase.
After plant cover becomes complete or LAI reaches 3 to 4, the
EX/EXo ratio is almost 1.0.

During this period, EX is determined by

Rn, but is independent of soil moisture content up to a critical
point (Owonubi et al., 1975; Ritchie et al., 1972).

Under these

conditions, evaporation from soil is relatively small (Ritchie et
al., 1972); however, Adams et al. (1976) suggested that row width
could significantly affect soil evaporation soon after irrigation even
when the LAI was more than three.
When soil water is not limiting, EX/EXo ratio often rises
substantially above 1.0 (e.g., Hanks et al., 1968).

Hanks et al.

(1971) suggested that this phenomenon resulted from advection, and
pointed out that three scales of advection existed: large scale,
border, and within-canopy.

Later, Chin Choy and Kanemasu (1974)

found that advection was greater in wide (0.92 m) than in narrow row
(0.46 m) grain sorghum.

At the early growth stage, the wide row

canopy permitted a large amount of Rn to reach and heat the soil

surface.

Most of S from soil to air was taken up by plant leaves. As

a result, the seasonal ET for the wide row was 10% greater than that for
the narrow row despite the 50% lower plant population in the former.
Owonubi et al. (1975) planted grain sorghum at the same population for
both wide (0.90 m) and narrow rows (0.45 m ) , and found considerable
within-canopy advection in the wide row canopy at the early stage
although seasonal ET was similar for both plots.

Therefore, advective

energy may significantly influence the water balance of wide-row
sorghum canopy at least at the early stage, which may be a critical
stage for grain yield.
Duration of the freely transpiring state (the period of ET/ETo
= 1.0) apparently depends on plant factors.

Ritchie et al. (1972)

reported that there was an apparent threshold soil moisture content
or ip value (LETo) at which ET/ETo ratio declines below 1.0.

Moreover,

the initial date of the decline in midday RWC values of the upper
leaves coincided with the date when soil moisture content achieved
the LETo value (Ritchie and Jordan, 1972).

Szeicz et al. (1973) found

that the canopy resistance (average leaf resistance/2LAI) in the
sorghum field increased only after soil ^ attained about -6 to -8
bars at 10-30 cm depth.

On the other hand, Ackerson and Krieg (1977)

found that after field-grown sorghum initiated reproductive growth,
transpiration rate was independent of either soil moisture level or
leaf

'K

Similarly, Sumayao et al. (1977) found that until the

available soil moisture was depleted below 35%, transpiration of
sorghum plants was primarily Rn-dependent.

Thus sorghum plants are

capable of extracting water even at very low soil moisture levels.
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LETo may vary according to the adaptability level which plants
develop up to that time.

Tomar and Ghildyal (1973) reported that the

rice variety ’IRS' started decreasing the transpiration rate at a soil
ifi of -0.8 bars, while LETo value decreased to -2.0 bars when the
preconditioned plant was exposed to water stress.

Two important

factors may influence the LETo value: the sensitivity of stomata to
decreasing ip and the conductance of the whole root system (Cowan,
1965).

Apparently both factors can accomplish adaptive change (p. 11-

12, 20-23).

Consumptive Water Use ; Plant Spacing Interaction
Sorghum Response to Plant Spacing.

Plant spacing influences

both phenotypic and physiological characteristics of plants.

However,

a complexity emerges from the fact that plasticity of a certain
characteristic in response to density stress and other stresses is
specific for that characteristic, specific in relation to a partic
ular environmental stress, and specific in direction (Bradshaw, 1965).
Thus a plant reacts to density stress through changes that vary with
time.

Even in crop plants, phenotypic characteristics such as yield

components and leaf area may individually respond to density stress.
It has often been mentioned that the change in each yield
component in response to plant spacing can be compensatory (e.g.,
Karchi and Rudich, 1966).

The compensatory mechanism is rarely

perfect; only a universal variety can achieve this mechanism to a
greater extent (Grafius, 1956).

Kapper (1929) reported that the

yield advantage of milo over kafir sorghum, when planted at several
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spacingSj resulted from the profuse tillering habit.

However, such an

advantage in milo may be inconsistent unless the stability or counter
balancing mechanisms of the remaining yield components are assured.

In

this regard, sorghum has three distinct yield response curves to plant
population under favorable conditions: (1) no yield response (2) a
parabolic yield response, and (3) a linear or curvilinear yield
response.
The first type of yield response was found in the hybrid cross
between ’Redlan’ and 'Feterita* (Blum, 1970b),

This hybrid showed high

plasticities in all yield components, particularly in the panicle
numbers per plant.

Thus the hybrid profusely tillered at the lowest

population, but this advantage diminished as soon as population
increased.

Grimes and Musick (1960) also reported that grain yields

of the variety 'Westland' remained the same despite plant populations
ranging from about 138,000 to 553,000 plants/ha.
Once a cultivar increases the tolerance of one or two yield
components to density stress, it will show a parabolic yield response
(Tarhalkar et al., 1975).

The yield response is usually found in

profuse tillering cultivars.

For instance, Kapper (1929) found that

milo had the parabolic yield response curve for six of 10 years in
his experiment.

However, profuse tillering cultivars do not neces

sarily show the similar tillering habit under increasing density stress
conditions (Sieglinger and Martin, 1939).

Thus, the tolerance of a

yield component to density stress becomes important to attain the
maximum grain yield at higher populations.
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When tolerance of a certain yield component to density stress
is expressed within a rather wide range of plant populations, the
yield plateau may move from a low population to a high population.
Frequently, a yield plateau does not appear within a range of plant
populations used in the experiment (e.g., Wahua and Miller, 1978).
The most significant component to contribute to this yield response
is likely to be grain numbers per panicle.
tillering cultivar cannot produce any tiller

Since even a profuse
at plant populations of

2
more than 20 plants per m , the contribution of tillers to grain
yield becomes negligible at high populations (Clegg, 1972; Wahua and
Miller, 1978).

Although the increase in seed size takes place at

very high populations due to the reduced seed numbers per panicle, the
extent of variation is relatively small compared with the seed numbers.
Thus Clegg (1972) indicated that the increase in yield due to increasing
population could be realized only when the seed numbers per unit area
increased irrespective of the cultivars planted.
Additionally, it has been established that a major advantage
of hybrid sorghum consists in larger seed numbers per panicle compared
with the parent lines (e.g., Blum, 1970a).

It is, however, uncertain

whether the hybrid head having large seed numbers accompanies toler
ance to density stress.

Arnon and Blum (1964) failed to find any

different effect of spacing on seed numbers per head between the
hybrid ’RS610' and its parents.

Blum (1970b) and Wahua and Miller

(1978) found little interaction between hybrids and plant spacing in
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terms of seed numbers per panicle.

Schulze (as cited by Clegg, 1972),

however, discovered considerably different plant spacing effects on
seed numbers per head among four hybrids used.
The above case studies can also be applied to row-planted
sorghum plants.

In principle, the row-effect is the alleviation of

density stress unless population per unit area changes.

If the within-

row plant population is low enough for plants to tiller, the decrease
in row spacing may result in more tillers and panicles per unit area
(Karchi and Rudich, 1966; Stickler and Wearden 1965; Stickler and
Younis, 1966).

Row spacing may also affect efficiency of light

interception by the crop canopy.

Plant population has a greater

effect on LAI than does row spacing (Clegg et al., 1970, 1973);
however, increases in LAI do not necessarily guarantee an increase
in photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) intercepted by the
canopy.

Clegg et al. (1972, 1973) found that light interception

by the canopy was increased from about 75 to more than 95% when row
spacing was decreased from 1.02 m to 0.30 m without a change in plant
population (about 250,000 plants/ha), whereas the increase in plant
population from about 68,000 to 272,000 plants/ha with 0.50 m rows
resulted in a small change in light interception from 90 to 98%.
Since the net photosynthetic rate and the grain yield are correlated
with the intercepted PAR rather than LAI (Kanemasu and Arkin, 1974;
Clegg et al., 1972, 1973), the narrow row apparently has a yield
advantage.
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Consumptive Water Use: Plant Spacing Interaction. Apparently
from the previous discussions (p. 20-35), water stress affects the
growth of sorghum plants to different extents at different growth
stages.

Moreoverj the genetic mechanism controlling water stress

resistance is obviously different from the mechanism controlling
density stress resistance.

Therefore, any generealizations con

cerning consumptive water use-plant spacing interactions are rarely
valid, but a more precise identification of any effect of both
water stress and density stress at each growth stage may facilitate
the proper interpretation of experimental results.

Of the factors

influencing the interaction, the three most important are
tillering habit, leaf area, and the light interception character
istic of the canopy.
As Blum (1973) indicated, profuse tillering cultivars do
not necessarily have a capacity of tillering under drought conditions.
Therefore, even if cultivars are planted at the same rate, the
established stand or effective population may differ with the droughttolerance of the cultivars and with the soil moisture level when headbearing tillers emerge.

Bond et al. (1964) suggested that high plant

population combined with the narrow row spacing was especially
damaging to grain yields under limited moisture.

However, they also

indicated that the cumulative evapotranspiration before the boot
stage tended to be greater for narrow than for wide rows at the same
planting rate.

Thus, with narrow rows LAI can reach a maximum

earlier than wide rows because of more tiller leaves in the former.
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Fischer and Wilson (1975b) found that sorghum plants arranged squarely
tended to have a higher LAI than those arranged rectangularly.
Although it is frequently claimed that optimum plant popu
lation and row spacing are functions of soil moisture (e.g., Pendleton,
1966), the relevant explanation for this relationship is lacking.

From

the previous discussion (p. 35-38), it can easily be assumed that the
growth pattern of leaf area may be a major factor in controlling total
ET.

Plant population influences cumulative leaf area both in space

and in time.

As Black (1966) pointed out, ET is correlated with plant

population only within a range of LAI below 3 or 4.

If the available

soil moisture or irrigation water is very limited, crop canopies must
have such a small leaf area that ET can be considerably below ETo and
dependent on LAI. However, as long as crop productivity is concerned,
such a low LAI hardly facilitates a maximum photosynthetic rate per
unit area.
When plant population is increased above the critical point at
which maximum LAI becomes more than 3 or 4, the duration of the
critical LAI becomes more important to control ET than the maximum
LAI.

Apparently, the higher the plant population, the earlier the

critical LAI is achieved.

Bond et al. (1964) suggested that the

difference in seasonal ET due to plant population was determined
before sorghum plants reached the boot stage.

Fischer and Kohn (1966)

also pointed out that the negative effect of high plant population on
wheat grain yields under limited water supply resulted mainly from the
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earlier exhaustion of water and the shortage of water for reproductive
growth.
On the other hand, restricted leaf growth, where the optimum
LAI is achieved only after anthesis, may improve the consumptive water
use pattern, conserving more soil moisture for grain growth.
irrigation —

Many

plant spacing experiments have shown that a supplemental

irrigation after heading rather than at the vegetative stage consid
erably increases water use efficiency, resulting in the shift of
optimum plant population (Bielorai et al., 1964; Musick and Dusek,
1969; Plaut et al., 1969; Shipley and Regier, 1975).

Passioura (1976)

also demonstrated that grain yield of wheat plants growing under a
fixed supply of water could be increased substantially by forcing
the plants to conserve water for post-anthesis growth.

From the same

connection, Blum and Naveh (1976) hypothesized that double rows with
the same intrarow population would improve water use efficiency due to
suppressed leaf area development.

Therefore, the manipulation of

planting arrangement may also raise the optimum population to some
extent.
Relationships between ET and light environment of the canopy
also influence an optimum plant population under limited water supply.
The advantage of narrow row spacing was discussed (p. 41).

In

addition, Shawcroft et al. (1974) suggested that if a cultivar having
erect leaves was planted, the optimum LAI or plant population would
be increased with little increase in E T .

Although their suggestion

was based on a computer simulation, it implies that the improved light

environment in the canopy is more effective in increasing photosynthetic
rate than in increasing evapotranspiration rate.

CHAPTER 3

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Description of Experiments

Field Arrangement
This study was conducted at The University of Arizona
Marana Experimental Farm in 1977.

The soil at the experimental site

(B-2 field) is a Pima clay loam, of which the profile consists of clay
loam at the upper 55 cm, 5 to 15 cm thick silty stratum below the
surface layer, and sandy loam to fine sandy loam in the subsoil layer
up to 150 cm below the surface.

Average available water holding

capacity up to 155 cm depth is about 22 cm (Coelho, 1974; Pereira,
1971)»

Chemical analysis of a composite soil sample from the top 15 cm

at the experimental site showed the following characteristics: pH 8.05,
electrical conductivity 1.23 mmho/cm, exchangeable sodium 1.75%,
nitrogen 14.8 ppm, and phosphorus 3.5 ppm.
The sorghum hybrids NK233

and DK-BR64

were planted in rows

1.02 m (40 inches) apart on July 7 and were thinned to approximately
9.5 plants per linear meter (100,000 plants/ha, low population) and
25.4 plants per linear meter (250,000 plants/ha, high population) two
weeks after planting.

The field was divided to two sections for the

dry (D) and wet (W) plots without replication.

Each plot was further

subdivided using the randomized complete block design with three
replications.

Each subplot consisted of 4 rows x 30.5 m with a 0.61 m

alley between subplots.

Two border rows were used between adjacent
46
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subplots, and eight border rows between D- and W-plots.

The field was

cultivated on July 21 and 28, and 17% Dlazinon was applied at the rate
of 7.8 kg/ha for the control of Southwestern corn borer (Zeadiatraea
gfandiosella (Dyar)) on August 9.

Meteorological Conditions and Irrigation
The meteorological data at the experimental site are shown in
Figure 1.

Precipitation on July and August was about one-third that

of an average year.

The potential evapotranspiration (ETo) during the

growth period was estimated with the following formula, which was
proposed by Linacre (1977):
BTo = 500 Tm/(100_A)_+^15 ,(T - Td). W d a y ) _

where Tm = T 4- CL 006 h, h is the elevation (610 m) 9 T is the mean
temperature, A is the latitude (32.455°), and Td is the mean dew-point.
Estimated daily ETo is also shown in Figure 2.
Both D- and W-plots received pre- and post^planting irrigations
of approximately 15.2 and 10.2 cm on June 30 and July 14, respectively.
The subsequent irrigation (the second irrigation, approximately 10.2
cm) was applied only to W-plots on August 23, when NK 233 was at the
boot stage (stage 5) and DK-BR 64 was at stage 4 according to
Vanderlip’s (1972a) definition.
Soil water contents were measured weekly in the 15 to 175 cm
profile at 20 cm intervals by neutron moderation and in the 0 to 15 cm
layer by gravimetric sampling.

One aluminum access tube per subplot

was placed in the crop row 9 m from the alley.

Plants around the
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access tubes were protected and maintained until harvest to assure
accuracy of soil moisture determination.

For conversion from the

gravimetric to volmetric soil moisture contents, the average soil bulk
density was determined using the clod method after harvest.

One clod

from the vicinity of each access tube was collected and the mean value
1.40 .(C.V. = 6.6%) was obtained for the conversion.

Two neutron probes

(Moisture Gauge Model 104A and Scaler Model 2651, Troxler Inc., USA)
were used in this experiment.

Both probes were calibrated at the U.S.

Department of Agriculture Water Conservation Laboratory in Phoenix,
Arizona.

Determination of Morphological Characteristics
The aboveground parts of plants were harvested weekly for
measurements of dry weight, leaf area, and plant height.
plant sampling were randomly chosen at 61 cm intervals.

Sites for
Twelve plants

per subplot (three plants per row) were harvested until the third
sampling, and thereafter eight plants per subplot (two plants per
row).
Leaf area was determined using four plants per subplot and
these were randomly selected from the harvested plants.

The lengths

and widths of all leaves having more than 80% green area were measured,
2
and the leaf area was obtained with the equation Leaf Area (cm ) =
0.74 » Leaf Length (cm) x Leaf Width (cm) - 9.79.

The equation was

derived from both measurements of actual leaf areas with the
automatic leaf area meter (Model AAM-5, Hayashi Denko Co., Ltd.,
Tokyo, Japan) and the lengths and widths of 442 leaf samples of the
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fully bloomed plants (two plants per subplot).

The correlation coeffi

cient for the equation was determined to be 0.978.
All plant samples were partitioned to leaves» leaf sheaths,
stems» and heads; thereafter» they were oven-dried at about 55C until
the weights became constant.
to obtain grain weights.

Heads that contained seeds were threshed

Stem samples were ground with a Wiley mill

until they passed through a 60 mesh screen.
Grain yield and its components were obtained by machineharvesting plants from two 15.2 m center rows on October 18.

Test

weights and 300-grain weights were determined for grains harvested
from each subplot.

Twenty heads per subplot were also hand-harvested,

and eight representative heads were dissected for the more detailed
analyses of yield components.

Total Nonstructural Carbohydrate Analysis
Analyses for total nonstructural carbohydrate (TNG) of the
stems followed a MYLASE enzyme system, which was developed by
daSilveira et al. (1978).

The samples used for the analyses were taken

from the dissected stems.

All sampling harvests were done during the

early morning (0500-0900 hr Central time) to minimize sampling error
due to diurnal fluctuation of TNC concentration.

An outline of the

analytical procedure is as follows:
1.

Weigh 100 mg of the oven-dried (80 C, 24 hours) ground stems.

2.

Autoclave in 2 ml of 0.02 M acetate buffer at 1.02 atm for 20
minutes.

3.

Add 4 ml of 0.3% MYLASE solution (Wallenstein Co.» Illinois, USA),
and incubate in a shaking water bath at 38-40 C for 20-24 hours.

4.

Shake vigorously for extraction of reducing sugars.

5.

Centrifuge at 3000 rpm for 5 minutes and obtain 1.0 ml aliquot
for analysis.

6.

Use Teles’ agent (1% phenol: 5% sodium hydroxide: 1% picric acid:
1% sodium bissulfite = 1:2:2:1) for the colorimetric measurement
of reducing sugars.

7.

Express TNC concentration with glucose-equivalent values.

Growth Analysis
Growth curves for leaf and a whole plant were smoothed with the
least squares fitting technique described by Erickson (1976).

Leaf

area ratio (LAE.) was estimated using the smoothed leaf area and dry
weight values.

Quadratic differentiation formulae were used to

estimate crop growth rate (CGR), head growth rate (HGR), and net
assimilation rate (NAR).

The type of formula used was indicated in

the caption of each figure where these data were reported.

Also, the

detailed methods of using these formulae and the original data are
described in Appendices A and B, respectively.

Interpretation of Data
All of the data presented in this study have the following
limitations:
1.

Since the irrigation treatments were not replicated, it is impos
sible to compare data between irrigation treatments.

Soil

fertility and plant growth data were comparable between D- and

W-plots until the second irrigation.

Therefore, this permitted

some discussions on irrigation effects in this study.
Plants of NK233 were so severely damaged by lesser cornstalk
borer (Elasmopalpus lignosellus (Zell)) at stage 1-3 that plant
stands were not uniform.

Plants of this cultivar were also

damaged by birds from mid-September.

Grain yields for this

cultivar were adjusted using a damage rating (ranging from 3 to
56%) based upon visual observation.
When plants near some access tubes (five plots) were severely
damaged by the lesser cornstalk borer, these tubes were re
installed at the locations where plant stands were relatively
uniform.

Soil moisture readings during the first and second weeks

for new access tube locations were extraporated from readings
obtained at the original access tube sites.

CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Effects of Plant Spacing and Soil Moisture
on Growth of Grain Sorghum

Consumptive Water Use of Grain Sorghum
Evapotranspiration in Relation to Plant Spacing and Soil
Moisture.

Average daily evapotranspiration (ET) rates were determined

by the soil water balance method (Figure 3).

Preliminary soil

moisture measurement indicated that downward flux took place 85 cm
below the soil surface even one week after the irrigation.

Also,

upward flux from the subsoil below 175 cm depth was not included for
ET estimation.

Therefore, ET rates presented in this study have some

uncertainty.
ET rates increased rapidly after the post-planting irrigation,
and the first peak was attained about 30 days after planting in all
treatment plots.

This initial increase in ET rates appeared to

reflect the increase in both the evaporative demand (Figure 2) and
LAI.

By 30 days after planting, sorghum plants grown at the low and

high populations developed LAI of about 2.3 and 4.9, respectively
(Figure 10, p.68).

During this initial period, ET rates for plots planted

at the high population were consistently higher than those for plots
planted at the low population, indicating LAI-dependent phase of
consumptive water use.
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The second peak or maximum rate of ET was attained during the
week from 50 to 57 days after planting in D-plots.

ET rates from 30 to

50 days after planting were relatively constant and partially reflected
the evaporative demand, which remained somewhat constant during this
period (Figure 2).
During this period ET rates in plots planted at the high
population dropped below those in plots planted at the low population
for both cultivars.

Also» the maximum ET rates in plots planted at

the low population were consistently higher than those at the high
population for both cultivars.
After the maximum rates were attained, ET rates in D-plots
declined rapidly until 85 days after planting.

An increase in ET

rates occurred at the late growth stage, and this followed rainfall
(28.4 mm) on October 6.

Except for this period, plots planted at the

low population in D-plots maintained higher ET rates than did those
planted at the high population from about 57 days after planting.
Plants in W-plots had increased ET rates after the second
irrigation (Figure 3); however, the observed ET rates were considerably
lower than the estimated rates using Linacre equation (Figure 2).

After

the irrigation, neither differences nor relationships in ET rates were
found between plants grown at the high and low populations in W-plots.
Differences in ET rates between D- and W-plots were apparent
about 14 days after the second irrigation except for DK-BR64 plants
grown at the low population, of which ET rates remained somewhat
comparable for both D- and W-plots until 24 days after the second
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irrigation (71 days after planting).

The difference in ET rates for

DK-BR64 plants between D- and W-plots widened from about 28 days after
the second irrigation (71 to 78 days after planting).
Soil Moisture Depletion in Relation to Soil Depth.

Seasonal

changes in soil moisture depletion rates in D-plots are shown in
Figures 4 and 5. The term ’depletion rate’ was defined as the rate
of change in soil moisture content in this study, which results from
root extraction, evaporation, and soil water flux.

Since data

necessary to estimate soil water flux such as water potential gradient
and hydraulic conductivity were not available in this study, dis
tinction among depletion rate terms was not possible.

Therefore, some

uncertainty exists in the interpretation of soil moisture data
particularly when soil moisture was high.
Soil moisture depletion first occurred from the upper layers
of the soil profile and then gradually from deeper layers.

By about

40 days after planting, soil moisture depletion took place at all
depths up to 175 cm.

The change in soil moisture depletion pattern

at this early stage appeared to reflect both the increase in root
density plus penetration and the fall in boundary plane between down
ward and upward soil water flux.

Kaigama et al. (1977) recorded

traces of roots at depths of 140 to 150 cm in the row of grain
sorghum by stage 3.8 (42 days after emergence).

Since root density

of sorghum crops was found to be higher in ridges than furrows
(Mayaki et al., 1976), soil moisture depletion data in the present
study might have reflected the influence of root density more
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distinctly.

However, considerable upward water flux at each layer must

have occurred after the post-planting irrigation, and this factor might
have shadowed some fraction of water loss due to root extraction.
Stone et al., (1973) reported upward soil water flux of maximum 2mm/
day even a month after an irrigation in sorghum field on Great Bent
silt loam.
Significant depletion rates were observed up to the 175 cm
depth beginning about 40 days after planting.

The depletion rates

for the deepest layers were comparable to those for the upper layer;
therefore, it is likely that sorghum roots penetrated into the soil
below 175 cm in the present study.

Fereres (1976) reported that

sorghum roots had penetrated as deeply as 220 cm in Yolo clay loam
soil 20 days after 50% bloom.

However, upward flux might also

account for the high depletion rates at the 175-cm depth.
Plots planted with sorghum at the high population depleted
soil moisture at higher rates and exhausted available moisture
earlier at all depths than those planted at the low population.

As

a result, differences in depletion rates between both plots grad
ually diminished, and the relationships were reversed about 55 days
after planting.

Figure 6 illustrates these differences in depletion

rates in W-plots just before the second irrigation.

Thus, the soil

depth where the maximum depletion rate took place increased earlier
for plots planted at the high population.
Figure 7 and 8 represent the cumulative water loss at the
different soil depths in D-plots from 16 to 100 days after planting.
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The soil moisture depletion data at nine depths were re-partitioned into
five layers at 35 cm intervals.

The upper 100 cm soil profile contrib

uted to total water loss to a greater extent compared with the profile
below the 100 cm depth.

This difference reflected great differences

in available moisture holding capacity between two profiles at the
experimental site (Coelho, 1974; Pereira, 1971).

The continuous

depletion of soil moisture at the upper 35 cm was due to the rainfall
of 68.57 mm during the experimental period; however, the contribution
to plant growth must have been comparable to those from deeper layers.
On the other hand, evaporation for first 15 days after planting,
which was provided solely from the upper profile, was neglected in
Figure 7 and 8.

Although both figures hardly show the differences

in time for available soil moisture depletion because of the measure
ment within a limited depth, some researches have indicated that
plant roots could exploit soil moisture gradually and successively
from deeper soil layers (Stewart et al., 1975),
Effects of Supplemental Irrigation on Soil Moisture Depletion
Pattern.

The changes in soil moisture depletion rates in response to

the second irrigation are shown in Figure 6.

By the second irriga

tion, the upper 15 cm soil profile of the entire field depleted more than
70% of available soil moisture . (Average moisture content of this
layer was 18.4%, and field capacity (28.6%) and wilting point (15.2%)
were based on Pereira, 1971).

The main depletion took place below 45

and 105 cm depths for plots planted at the low and high plant
populations, respectively.
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The second irrigation, however, altered the depletion pattern.
Once plants received the irrigation, the moisture depletion took place
mainly at the upper 105 and 65 cm soil layers for DK-BR64 and NK233
planted plots, respectively.

These rapid changes in the soil moisture

depletion pattern in response to the second irrigation apparently
indicates the shift of plant water uptake from soil if' -dependent to
root density-dependent phase.

The very high depletion rate at the

upper 15 cm might have reflected some soil evaporation; however,
evaporation from the surface soil must already have transferred to
the falling rate stage (Ritchie and Burnett, 1971).

The well-

developed plant canopy at this stage might also have helped to
minimize soil evaporation.

Van Bavel et al. (1968) and Stone et al.

(1973) estimated root absorption rate (inclusive of surface evap
oration) by excluding upward water flux, and similarly observed the
predominant root absorption from the upper soil layer and subse
quently from the deeper layers after an irrigation.

Fereres (1976)

suggested that the rapid restoration of soil moisture uptake by
roots was partly due to new root growth particularly near the
surface.

Interestingly, in the present study, it was found that

DK-BR64 plants recovered soil moisture absorption at a wider range
of the soil profile in response to the irrigation than did NK233
plants.

It can be assumed that sorghum roots have similar

conductivities per unit root length at all depths (Burch et al.,
1978); therefore, the difference in soil moisture depletion pattern
strongly indicates that DK-BR64 plants developed denser root systems
at the deeper depths than did NK233 plants.
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Plants grown in W-plots appeared to gradually restore water
absorption at all depths about two weeks after the second irrigation.
Comparable depletion rates were attained at all depths, and little
difference in depletion pattern was found for cultivars and plant
populations.

Relatively constant depletion rates were also main

tained at all depths through the rest of

growing season exceptfor

the final week, in which the rainfall on

October 6 was so large that

moisture depletion occurred only at the upper 35 cm depth.

Growth Response of Grain Sorghum to
Plant Spacing and Soil Moisture
Leaf Growth.

Leaf area of sorghum plants increased rapidly

after seedling emergence and the maximum leaf area was attained after
the boot stage (Figure 9).

In W-plots, this maximum leaf area was

maintained for about 30 days in DK-BR64 and 20 days in NK233.
Thereafter, plant leaves began to senesce rapidly.

The leaf growth

of sorghum plants at the high population was suppressed resulting in
the smaller area of each leaf.

The magnitude of reduction was not as

great as that of dry matter (Figures 13-16, p.76-79).

LAI of plants

grown at the high population increased about two times as rapidly as
did that of plants grown at the low population (Figure 10).
Water deficits, as occurred in D-plots, hastened leaf
senescence by about two weeks.

However, water deficits had little

effect on the senescent rate for plants in these plots, especially
for DK-BR64.

These results differ from those of Kaigama et al.

(1977), who observed that water stress increased the senescent rate
of field-grown grain sorghum.
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In the present study, the onset of leaf senescence did not
closely parallel the change in crop growth rate, which began to decline
about three weeks later.

The early effect of water deficit on leaf

area may have resulted not only from the degradation of physiological
activity but also remobilization of assimilate and essential elements
from old leaves to viable leaves and to the inflorescence.

Roy and

Wright (1974) suggested that sorghum plants suffering from nutrient
deficiency could retranslocate large quantities of nutrients from
their vegetative parts to the developing grains.

In the present

study, the available soil moisture of the upper 35 cm, where most
essential nutrients may have been concentrated, was depleted by more
than 70% in D-plots when leaves began to senesce.

Garwood and

Williams (1967) found that the herbage yields of perennial ryegrass
(Lolium perenna) were significantly reduced by 59% soil water
deficit, but that an injection of nutrient solution into the sub
soil (46 cm depth) substantially alleviated yield reduction.

Also,

Mengel and Von Braunschweiz (1972) reported that potassium uptake
by young corn plants was reduced at soil ^ of -0.25 bar.
Plant Height.

The height of DK-BR64 plants at maturity was

significantly (at the 1% level) higher than those of NK233 plants
in both W- and D-plots.

However, the difference in plant height

between two plant populations was significant (at the 1% level) only
in W-plots.

These differences were due to the differences in both

head exertion and height to the flag leaf (Table 1).

Table I*

Plant height and head exertion (cm) of grain sorghum* in relation to plant spacing and
soil moistureo

Irrigation
Treatment

D-plot

W-plot

Population
(plants/ha)

Height to Flag Leaf
NK233 DK-BR64 Mean

Head Exertion**
NK233 DK-BR64 Mean

100,000

73

80

76B#

37

40

38A

250,000

76

83

79A

39

38

38A

Mean

74b

81a

78

38a

39a

38

100,000

74

80

77B'

40

45

42A'

250,000

75

84

80A*

39

46

42A'

Mean

75b'

82a'

78

39b'

45a’

42

Total Plant Height
NK233
DK-BR64
Mean
110
(115)
115
(113)
112b
(114y)

119
(120)
120
(122)
120a
(121x)

115A
(118X)
118A
(118X)
116
(118)

114
(119)
113
(125)
114b’
(122y')

125
(130)
130
(144)
127a'
(137x')

119A’
(125X')
122A’
(134Y’)
121
(130)

* Data outside the parentheses were obtained from the mean values measured using dry matter
samples which had been harvested for the last seven weeks« There was no significant difference
in height among harvest weeks after 50% bloom. Data inside the parentheses were mean values
measured independently at harvest using two center rows in the subplots,
** Includes head length,
# Values having the same letter within a column or line are not significantly different at the 0,05
level of probability based on least significant difference.
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In D-plots, plant height was reduced by about 9% (12 cm) com
pared with that in W-plots.
reduced head exertion.

This difference resulted mainly from

This reduction in plant height in D-plots,

however, appeared not to result from the reduction of assimilate
supply.

While plants were elongating rapidly, the concentration of

nonstructural carbohydrate in the stems also increased to a greater
extent for plants in D-plots (Figure 24, p.93),

These results indicate

that plant height of grain sorghum may not necessarily be influenced
by assimilate level at the stem elongation period.

Although it has

been argued that simultaneous growth of stem and inflorescence can
increase the internal competition for assimilate (Eastin and
Sullivan, 1974), this is not always fact as apparent from this
study.

The causes for density- or water stress-induced reduction

in plant height were not studied in the present research.

Liang

et al. (1977) found that four height genes of grain sorghum were
associated with peroxidase activity in the internodes, and suggested
that higher activity of this enzyme in the shorter isogenic lines
could enhance the oxidation of indole acetic acid.

If such a height

regulation had operated in plants used in this study, density or
water stress might also have affected peroxidase activity or indole
acetic acid translocation from leaves as indicated in cotton plants
(Davenport et al., 1977).
Dry Matter Production.

For 30 days after planting, sorghum

plants grew slowly, and then dry matter accumulation proceeded more
rapidly (Figures 11 and 12).

Dry weights of plants in W-plots
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increased almost linearly until physiological maturity.

The pattern of

dry matter accumulation of plants in these plots was similar to those
reported by others (Fischer and Wilson, 1975b; Jacques et al., 1975;
Kaigama et al., 1977; Roy and Wright, 1973; Tateno and Ojima, 1973).
Dry weights of the early maturing cultivar NK233 increased
more rapidly than did those of DK-BR64; however, differences between
the cultivars diminished as growth proceeded.

Dry matter accumulation

of NK233 plants declined earlier than that of DK-BR64 plants.
Consequently, final dry weights of NK233 plants were lower than
those of DK-BR64.
The high plant population resulted in greater dry matter
production per unit area, and the difference was apparent 30 days
after planting.

In this study, however, dry matter yield per unit

area was projected based on small sampling size.

Unusually great

dry weights per unit area indicate that there was a tendency to
take plants larger than average.
The effects of water deficits on dry matter production became
apparent 70 days after planting in NK233 and 80 days after planting
in DK-BR64 plants.

While NK233 is an early maturing cultivar, the

large standard errors did not justify the conclusion that this
cultivar suffered from water deficits earlier than did DK-BR64.
Plants in D-plots ceased dry matter accumulation earlier than did
those in W-plots, and this tendency was particularly noticeable at
the high plant population.
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Dry weights of vegetative plant parts reached maximum 7 to 10
days after 50% bloom in all treatments (Figures 13-16).

Since head

exertion was completed before 50% bloom, the dry weight increase in the
vegetative organs after 50% bloom was likely due to the dry matter
accumulation in the already established tissues.
After plants reached their maximum dry weights for vegetative
parts, the weights declined gradually^
occurred mainly in the stems.

This reduction in dry weight

For NK233, however, little reduction

in vegetative weights was observed.
In W-plots the reduction in vegetative weight Was followed by a
resumption of dry weight increase about 70 days after planting for
NK233 and 80 days after planting for DK-BR64.

Water stress, however,

retarded this reaccumulation of dry matter in the vegetative organs.
This was particularly apparent for plants grown at the high population,
where the dry weight of vegetative parts continued to decrease.
Several authors have reported similar trends for dry matter
accumulation of vegetative parts (Jacques et al., 1975; Vanderlip,
1972b).

Kaigama et al. (1977) also determined that root dry weight

reached a maximum at stage 6.4 (4-5 days after 50% bloom) in both
irrigated and nonirrigated sorghums.

Furthermore, some reports have

described the continuous decline of dry weight in vegetative organs
under such adverse conditions as soil moisture stress and nutrient
deficiency (Herron et al., 1963; Roy and Wright, 1973).
Growth Analysis of Grain Sorghum.

Crop growth rate (CGR)

and head growth rate (HGR) at each harvest.date were estimated with
a five-point quadratic formulae for the first derivative
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(Erickson, 1976) (Figures 17 and 18).

Because the dry weight at

maturity for NK233 plants grown at the low population in D-plots was
unusually high and caused the deflected CGR curve, the curve shown
in Figure 18 was obtained eliminating this value.
CGR initially increased linearly indicating exponential dry
weight increase during the early growth stage.

The maximum CGR was

attained at the boot stage; thereafter, the high CGR of plants
grown in W-plots was maintained until the hard dough stage.

CGR

declined after the hard dough stage, and this reduction was
associated with the cessation of grain growth.
HGR also initially increased linearly and became maximum at
about the soft dough stage.

The maximum HGR was maintained for only

a week; thereafter, it decreased rapidly, indicating that grains
were undergoing maturation.
Similar seasonal changes in CGR have been reported by other
authors (Fischer and Wilson, 1975b; Tateno and Ojima, 1973) . However,
Gibson and Schertz (1977) and Kaigama et al. (1977) found that the
CGR pattern contained two peaks.

The first peak, resulting from

rapid dry matter accumulation of vegetative tissues, was followed
by a loss of dry matter from these tissues.

The second peak was

attained when the panicle was growing at maximum rate.

These differ

ences may partially result from differences in planting date.

Pauli

et al. (1963) found that the later the planting date, the fewer the
number of days from panicle initiation to 50% bloom.

This shortened

growth period might also decrease or conceal the lag period between
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two peaks in CGR.

The July planting used in the present study is the

latest in central Arizona that can be expected to produce reasonable
grain yields (Dennis, 1978).
Net assimilation rate (NAR) was estimated with the equation
(1/A) • (dw/dt)» that is, (1/A) • CGR.

The method of estimating CGR

was described earlier in this section (p. 75).

Seasonal trends of

leaf area were smoothed using five-point quadratic formulae before
the estimation of NAR.

NAR declined rapidly at the early growth

stage; however, it held steady after LAI reached about three in all
treatments (Figure 19).

Thereafter, NAR remained stable during most

growing season for plants in W-plots, but it rapidly dropped as
grain maturation completed.

These observed seasonal trends in NAR

agree with other reports (Fischer and Wilson, 1975b; Tateno and
Ojima, 1973).

However, Gibson and Schertz (1977) and Teare et al.

(1973) observed a gradual increase in NAR after planting.

The

latter authors also found that maximum NAR occurred from stem elon
gation to heading stage.

These differences may reflect the inter

action between plant spacing and the development of photosynthetic
apparatus according to the ontogenetic stage of each leaf.
Effects of water stress on CGR were observed about 65 days
after planting in DK-BR64 plants (Figure 17).

The onset of CGR

reduction was also coincidental with the period when HGR was leveled
off.

Furthermore, CGR of plants in D-plots declined and reached

zero earlier than did CGR of plants in W-plots. Although CGR of
NK233 plants appeared to be affected by the second irrigation
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19,

Changes in net assimilation rates of grain sorghum in
relation to plant spacing and soil moisture.— Curves
were obtained with the equation 1/A • dw/dt, where A
and dw/dt were leaf area and crop growth rate smoothed
with five-point quadratic formulae.

earlier than those of DK-BR64 (Figure 18), this conclusion must be
reserved because of uncertainty in dry matter accumulation data for
this cultivar.
The timing of CGR reduction appeared to coincide with that of
ET reduction (Figure 3).

Particularly in DK-BR64 plants, it was

apparent that the abrupt reduction in ET rates beginning about 70
days after planting caused the decline in CGR.

The abrupt reduction

in CGR in D-plots implies the existence of critical available soil
water status below which CGR reduction took place.

Although there

were no data for soil water characteristics at each plot, soil
water contents of each depth in D-plots on September 7 (64 days
after planting) were very close to those at -15 bars reported for
plots near the experimental site in this study (Coelho, 1974; Pereira,
1971).
On the other hand, effects of water stress on NAR were not
observed during most of the growing season although NAR of plants
grown at the high population in D-plots declined earlier than did
those of plants in other treatments.

Particularly during the grain

filling period, NAR of plants in D-plots did not show any sign of
water stress.

Inuyama et al. (1976) similarly reported that

various irrigation treatments affected NAR of field-grown sorghum
plants only until heading, but the rates were very similar for
plants in all irrigation treatments after heading.
The unchanged NAR for plants in D-plots can be explained by
(1) the increase in photosynthetic rate per unit area of functional
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leaves due to the accentuated sink/source ratio, or (2) the retrans
location of reserve assimilate from roots.

In the present study, leaf

area ratio (LAR) rapidly decreased during the grain filling period
for plants grown in D-plots (Figure 20), indicating the increase in
sink/source ratio.

Also, the retranslocation of reserve assimilate

from roots can be implied from the rapid decline in total nonstructural
carbohydrate concentration in the stems (Figure 24).

Kaigama et al.

(1977) and Tateno and Ojima (1976) observed a reduction of root dry
weight during the grain filling period, but in both studies,
reduction in root weight of nonirrigated plants was relatively
small compared with changes in aboveground part weights.

In

addition, it was suspected that the abrupt decrease in mean daily
temperatures might have alleviated water stress during the grain
filling period.

The mean daily temperature decreased from 31 C (57-

64 days after planting) to 26 C (65-71 days after planting) during
this period (Figure 1).

Plants in this study also received 17,8 mm

of precipitation 60 days after planting.

Tateno and Ojima (1976)

observed that the combination of water stress and low temperature
(20 C) resulted in EAR comparable to that of irrigated plants.
The CGR per unit area was highly correlated with LAI for all
plants until 47 days after planting or until plants received the
second irrigation (Figure 21).

Differences in CGR during these

early growth stages attributable to plant population or cultivar
were primarily responsible for differences in LAI.

The following

equations were found to be best fit to describe this relationship:
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Changes in leaf area ratios of grain sorghum in
relation to plant spacing and soil moisture.— Curves
were obtained with the equation A/W, where A and W were
leaf area and aboveground dry weight smoothed with fivepoint quadratic formulae.
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Relationship between leaf area index and both
(a) crop growth rate (CGR) and (b) net assimilation
rate (NAR) of grain sorghum in relation to plant
spacing until 44 days after planting.
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CGR = 12.603 In (LAI + 1) + 1.027 (low population,
CGR = 17.312 In (LAI + 1) - 0.562 (high population,

= 0.953), and
= 0.949).

A high correlation between NAR and LAI was also found, and the bestfit equations were:
NAR = 16.350 (LAI + 1) ^"^^^-0.713 (low population, r^=0.925), and
NAR = 16.109 (LAI + 1) ^°^^^-0.551 (high population, r^= 0.938).
However, the variation in NAR was very small after LAI reached three.
Tateno and Ojima (1973) observed a significant linear relationship
between CGR and LAI for sorghum plants until heading.

Similarly,

curvilinear relationships were found for sorghums grown at 14,352,
143,520, and 645,836 plants/ha, respectively (Fischer and Wilson,
1975b).

Also, it was found in the present study that CGR and NAR of

plants grown at the high population were higher for a given LAI
although these differences were small.
found a similar trend.

Fischer and Wilson (1975b)

They (1976) later suggested that the higher

canopy photosynthesis for plants grown at the.higher plant popu
lation could be attributed to the more regular dispersion of leaves.
From 51 days after planting to maturity, CGR was also
correlated with LAI rather than NAR regardless of differences in
irrigation treatments (Figures 22 and 23)„

Although NAR for plants

in D-plots increased considerably during the grain filling period
(Figure 19), its contribution to CGR appeared to be relatively small.
These results contrast with Tateno and Ojima’s (1976), where CGR
was more significantly correlated with NAR (r = 0.95, significant
at 1% level) than LAI (r - 0.73).

This discrepancy might partially

result from differences in experimental conditions.

Tateno and
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Relationship between crop growth rate and leaf area index
of grain sorghum from 51 days after planting to physiological
maturity.
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Relationship between crop growth rate and net assimilation rate of grain
sorghum from 51 days after planting to physiological maturity.
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Ojima carried out pot experiments in a temperature-controlled green
house, and applied severe water stress (soil ip = -10 bars) throughout
the grain filling period.

When grown in the field and gradually

water-stressed, sorghum plants appear to reduce leaf area rather
than photosynthetic rate.

This assumption is supported by Fereres’

(1976) data, where net photosynthetic rate of water-stressed grain
sorghum in the field was comparable to that of nonstressed plants.
However, he also found that the green leaf area of stressed plants
decreased rapidly.

Close association between CGR and LAI is common

to field crops (Yoshida, 1972), and this relationship is also likely
to exist in water-stressed sorghum plants in the field because of
gradual exposure to water deficits.

The adjustment to environmental

stress through leaf area change probably has adaptive meanings such
as the reduction of evaporative surface and the more efficient
carbon budget.
Total Nonstructural Carbohydrate Level in the Stems.

The

total nonstructural carbohydrate (TNC) concentration in the stem
tissues gradually increased until the stem dry weight reached maximum
(Figure 24).

However, as soon as HGR reached maximum (Figures 17

and 18), the TNC concentration declined rapidly.

During this period,

HGR exceeded CGR, indicating that the greater sink demand was
reflected in TNC concentration in the stems.

When HGR declined

below CGR, TNC concentration increased again except for plants grown
at the high population in D-plots.

This seasonal trend in the TNC

concentration is similar to that for a forage sorghum reported by
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Figure 24.

Changes in total nonstructural carbohydrate concentrations
in grain sorghum stems in relation to plant spacing and
soil moisture.— Curves were obtained with five-point
quadratic smoothing formulae.

Eilrich efc al. (1964)„

They also found that the largest fraction In

TNC was acid hydrolyzable carbohydrates.
The maximum TNC concentration about one week after 50% bloom
observed in this study supports Evans and Wardlaw’s (1976) hypothesis
that is, the TNC concentration kept increasing during the lag period
of grain growth.

In the present study, however, the rapid resumption

of TNC accumulation was observed during the late growth stage.

This

trend may have resulted from the decreased grain growth rate (Figures
17 and 18).

The black layer began to form in the grains at the head

tip at this stage.

The late increase in TNC concentration may also

have reflected the perennial nature of sorghum plants (de Wet and
Harlan, 1971).

Some tiller buds were observed at the basal portion

of stem samples.

Similarly, many perennial range plants have been

reported to increase TNC concentration in the fall (Trlica, 1977).
The source of reaccumulated carbohydrate might have been not only
excess photosynthate but also TNC previously stored in the roots.
The leaf area at the late growth stage was too small to support very
large amounts of TNC reaccumulated in the stems.
Plants grown at the high population tended to have higher
TNC concentrations in the stem tissues at least until one week after
50% bloom in both W- and D-plots.

This might have resulted from the

higher source/sink ratio of more closely spaced plants.

The LAR for

plants grown at the high plant population were higher than for those
at the low population in both W- and D-plots at the early stage
(Figure 20).

It is possible that density stress has a greater
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effect on sink than on source.

However, Hume and Campbell (1972)

failed to find significant differences in soluble solid concentrations,
which were measured with a refractometer, of corn stalkd among three
populations examined.

Conversely, Williams et al. (1968) found

higher TNC concentrations in the corn stalks plus sheaths just
before pollination as plant population decreased.
The TNC concentration of NK233 plants reached maximum earlier
than that of DK-BR64 plants.

The former, an earlier maturing

cultivar, also accumulated less amounts of TNC in the stem tissues
than the latter one.

Thus these differences appeared to result from

differences in relative maturity of the cultivars used in this study.
The TNC concentrations were very similar for both cultivars until 50
days after planting, but DK-BR64 further increased its concentration
in the stem.

A similar trend was also found in rice, where late

maturing cultivars and prolonged growth duration resulted in higher
total sugar and starch contents in the leaf sheaths and culms
(Yoshida and Ahn, 1968).

Also, LAR of NK233 plants tended to be

lower than those of DK-BR64 plants at the early stage (Figure 20).
This indicates that NK233 plants had a higher sink/source ratio
because of higher CGR (Figure 18) and smaller leaf area (Figure 9)
than DK-BR64 plants.

It is possible that NK233 plants consumed

assimilates for growth more rapidly than DK-BR64, resulting in lower
TNC accumulation.
The absolute amount of TNC in the stem tissues is shown in
Figures 25 and 26.

The seasonal trend in TNC content was almost
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Changes in dry weights and total nonstructural
carbohydrate (TNC) contents of DK-BR64 stems in
relation to plant spacing and soil moisture.—
Curves were obtained with five-point smoothing
formulae.
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Changes in dry weights and total nonstructural
carbohydrate (TNC) contents of NK233 stems in relation
to plant spacing and soil moisture.— Curves were
obtained with five-point smoothing formulae.
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identical with that in TNC concentration.

After both TNG content and

stem dry weight reached maximum, the change in stem dry weight
resulted mainly from changes in the TNC content.

These data are in

good agreement with those reported for rice (Oryza sativa) (Murata
and Matsushima, 1975).
The minimum TNC contents, which were attained after 50% bloom,
were similar among the treatments.

The TNC content at this period

can be considered as unavailable TNC, which cannot translocate to
other organs regardless of growing conditions.

Considerable differ

ences in viable leaf area existed for plants among the treatments
when TNC reached minimum (Figure 9); however, this did not result in
a change in TNC level.

The small differences in unavailable TNC

content suggest that the potential availability of reserve assimilate
is little affected by environmental conditions, but is largely
influenced by genetic factors.

Although unavailable TNC content

was similar for the cultivars used in the present study, some
researches indicate genotypic differences in reserve assimilate
contents at maturity (Hume and Campbell, 1972; Yoshida and Ahn, 1968).
TNC concentrations of plants in D-plots increased in the
stems to a greater extent compared with those of plants in W-plots.
However, the difference in TNC concentration between the irrigation
treatments diminished when the potentially remobile TNC was depleted.
Consequently, plants in D-plots remobilized a larger amount of TNC
from stems to other organs, presumably to grains, than did plants
in W-plots.

Water stress also tended to retard the resumption of
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TNC accumulation at

the late growth stage.

This was especially true

for plants grown at

thehigh population, where water stress was the

most severe (p. 54-64), indicating almost complete exhaustion of
remobile TNC including that in the roots.
Probably, the higher TNC concentration observed until one
week after 50% bloom for plants in D-plots appeared to result from
retarded growth,

The CGR of plants in D-plots began to fall at

this stage, but the

NARof these plants was the same as that of

plants grown in W-plots.

Head exertion, which occurred during this

period, was 9% less for plants in D-plots than for those in W-plots
(Table 1).

Thus, water stress inhibited plant growth rather than

photosynthesis at this particular stage, resulting in the accumu
lation of photosynthate in storage tissues.

This is in agreement

with results obtained from studies with water-stressed range plants
(see the review by Trlica, 1977) and crop plants including cotton
(Gossypium hirsutum) (Eaton and Ergle, 1948) and corn (Barlow et al.,
1976).

Conversely, water applications reduced TNC concentration of

buffalograss (Buchlos dactylaides) from 36 to 15% (Pettit and Fagan,
1974).

Brown and Blaser (1970) also suggested that a decrease in

the protein and amino acid contents of a storage organ might cause
an increase in TNC concentration through a condensation effect.
However, in the present study, water-stressed plants actually
accumulated larger amounts of TNC in the stems than did nonstressed
plants.
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Effects of Plant Spacing and Soli
Moisture on Yield of Grain Sorghum

Grain Growth Response of Grain Sorghum to
Plant Spacing and Soil Moisture
The head growth rate (HGR) of DK-BR64 initially increased
linearly (Figure 17).

The second irrigation, which was applied after

panicle initiation, little affected this initial phase of inflores
cence development.

Maximum HGR was attained about 70 days after

planting or 14 days after 50% bloom, but rapidly declined below CGR
24 days after 50% bloom.
For DK-BR64 plants in D-plots, the increase in HGR ceased
about one week earlier resulting in a lower maximum HGR than for
the same cultivar in W-plots.

Nevertheless, HGR of these plants in

D-plots exceeded CGR to a greater extent compared with those in Wplots.

Furthermore, HGR of plants in D-plots remained superior to

CGR until grain growth practically ceased.
For the cultivar NK233, HGR increased linearly (Figure 18).
However, the slope of the HGR curve was considerably altered for
plants in W-plots following the second irrigation.

This seemed to

indicate that inflorescence growth of NK233 was already suppressed
before the second irrigation.

Although the maximum HGR of NK233 was

attained earlier than that of DK-BR64, it scarcely exceeded CGR.
For this cultivar, HGR remained almost identical with CGR during most
of the grain filling period.
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Thus, the two sorghum cultivars used In the present study
appeared to have different responses of inflorescence growth to water
stress.

Little effect of the second irrigation on the inflorescence

development (before 50% bloom) in DK-BR64 was reflected in the yield
component data, where the reduction in grain numbers per head was
only 3% (Table 2).

Also, the behavior of HGR in DK-BR64 in D-plots,

which exceeded CGR, strongly indicates that grain growth was less
affected by increasing water stress than was the growth of vegetative
parts.

This superior HGR of DK-BR64 plants in D-plots might have

been supported by (1) little suppressed or even enhanced NAR during
the grain filling period (Figure 19) and (2) the remobilization of
reserve assimilate (Figure 24).

Jurgens et al. (1978) obtained

basically the same data as in this study concerning relationships
between HGR and CGR for desiccated corn plants.

Their

14

COg

experiments further confirmed that not only reserved but also
presently synthesized assimilate could be translocated to the grains
more predominantly in the stressed plants.

Grain Yield and Yield Components
Plant population did not significantly affect grain yields
in either W- or D-plot (Tables 2 and 3).

However, there was a

tendency for both cultivars to produce higher grain yields at the
low population in D-plots and at the high population in W-plots.
Plants grown at the low population in D-plots had significantly
greater 300-grain weights, grain weights per head, grain numbers
per head, and grain numbers per primary branch.

The larger numbers

Irrigation
Treatment

Yield and yield components of grain sorghum in relation to plant spacing and
soil moisture.

Population
(plants/ha)

100,000
D-plot
250,000

100,000
W-plot
250,000

*

Cultivar

Machine-harvested Samples*
300Grain
Grain
Grain
Grain
Volume
Numbers
Yield
Weight
(xlO /ha)
(kg/ha)
(g)

Grain
Weight
(g/head)

i f

Table 2.

NK233
DK-BR64
Mean
NK233
DK-BR64
Mean
Grand Mean

3529
3457
3493
3275
2973
3124
3309

156
217
186
178
203
191
189

6.70
4.78
5.74
5.49
4.39
4.94
5.34

734
707
720
725
680
702
704

NK233
DK-BR64
Mean
NK233
DK-BR64
Mean
Grand Mean

4947
4842
4895
5013
4995
5004
4949

189
234
212
202
256
229
220

7.83
6.20
7.01
7.43
5.87
6.65
6.83

739
719
729
745
720
733
731

Data adjusted to 10% moisture basis.

// Data obtained from eight oven-dried head samples.

#

Hand-harvested Samples//
Primary
Branch
Grain
Grain
Numbers
Numbers
Numbers
per Head
per Head
per Branch

44.1
51.5
47.8
30.9
31.8
31.4
39.6

52
54
53
53
55
54
54

2110
2845
2477
1693
1965
1829
2153

41
52
47
32
36
34
40

56.0
55.9
55.9
38.9
41.6
40.3
48.1

53
55
54
53
58
56
55

2378
2774
2576
1733
2197
1965
2271

45
50
48
32
38
35
41

Table 3.

Irrigation
Treatment

D-plot

Observed F values of yield and yield components of grain sorghum.

Source of
Variation//

P

5.82

H

1.50

P x H

W-plot

Machine-harvested Samples
300Grain
Grain
Grain
Yield
,Numbers
Grain
Volume
/ha
/ha
Weight
Weight
0.26
25.26**
4.59

5.59

P

0,35

10.35*

5.54

H

0.11

87.10**

0.06

0.66

11.92**

76.53**

0.57

P x H

3.12

21.29**

108.16**
0.04

0.74

.

1.15
45.61**
0.48

Grain
Weight
per Head

Hand-harvested Samples
Primary
Grain
Grain
Branch
Numbers
Numbers
Numbers
per Head
per Branch
0.44

16.75**

27.81**

1.25

2.41

10.10*

10.19*

0.79

0.44

2.14

2.77

2 *95

26.65**

51.18**

18.46**

13.19**

9.57*

19.60**

58.36**
0.42
0.47

1.66

0.08

0.04

// P = Plant spacing, and H = Cultivars.
* Values are significant at the 5% level.
** Values are significant at the 1% level.
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of grains per head of plants grown at the low population led to
comparable grain numbers per unit area and to appreciable yield compen
sation.

On the other hand, plants grown at the low population in W-

plots had significantly fewer grains per unit area although these
plants had significantly greater grain weights per head, grain numbers
per head, and grain numbers per primary branch. Plant population,
however, did not significantly affect 300-grain weight in W-plots.
Although there were about eight day differences in 50%
bloom date for the cultivars used in this study, grain yields were
not significantly different for both cultivars in either W- or Dplot.

However, significant differences were found in some yield

components between the cultivars.

The earlier maturing cultivar NK.233

had significantly greater 300-grain weight and grain volume weight,
but had significantly smaller grain numbers per primary branch, head,
and unit area in both W- and D-plots.

On the other hand, DK-BR64

produced more grains per primary branch, head, and unit area.

Also,

this cultivar produced significantly larger numbers of primary
branches per head in W-plots.

Thus, NK233 and DK-BR64 appeared to

demonstrate different strategies for grain production.
Sorghum plants in W-plots had 50% higher grain yields, 16%
larger grain numbers per unit area, 38% greater 300-grain weight,
and 4% greater grain volume weight (Table 2).

Figure 27 illustrates

relationships among yield components including both W- and D-plots.
All replicate data regarding 300-grain weight and grain numbers per
unit area were plotted against grain yield per unit area.

This
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Figure 27.

Relationships between grain yield and both (a) 300grain weight and (b) grain numbers per hectare of grain
sorghum.

method of yield component analysis revealed that yield differences
among the treatments in this study were mainly due to differences in
300-grain weights.

Correlation coefficients between 300-grain

weight and grain yield were consistently higher than those between
grain numbers per unit area and grain yield.

The relatively

dispersed points for plants in D-plots in Figure 27 are likely
to result from low water distribution efficiency.

Grain yields were

significantly (at the 5% level) higher in the replicates nearer the
irrigation ditch.

Therefore, it seemed that an important part of

the yield differences in the present study resulted from difference
in the soil moisture availability during the grain filling period.
Yield levels in D-plots agreed well with those in Sato's
(1977) study, where six grain sorghum cultivars yielded 3163 kg/ha
on the average under cultural conditions similar to those in the
present study at Marana Experimental Farm.

The similarity in grain

yield levels of both studies indicates that July planting with
only germination irrigation can achieve reasonable grain yields
(above 3000 kg/ha) in central Arizona.

The large variation in

grain yields in D-plot replicates (2054-5053 kg/ha in Sato's study
and 2533-3955 kg/ha in the present study) also implies a great
potential for improving yield levels using a limited water supply.

CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Several growth characteristics of field-grown grain sorghum
were monitored in conjunction with plant spacing and soil moisture.
The hybrids NK233 and DK-BR64 were seeded in rows 1.02 m apart at
The University of Arizona Marana Experimental Farm on July 7,
1977s and later thinned to approximately 100,000 and 250,000 plants/
ha.

Two independent sets of cultivar-plant spacing treatments were

established using the randomized complete block design on adjacent
fields.

Both plot sets (D- and W-plots) received a germination

irrigation of approximately 25.4 cm to fill the 175 cm soil profile
to field capacity.

The W-plots received a supplemental irrigation

of approximately 10.2 cm 47 days after planting.

Total rainfall

during the growing season was 7.4 cm.
Soil moisture was depleted from the upper layer, and 40
days after planting, the plants began to extract moisture from 175
cm below the surface monitored.

Maximum depletion rate was attained

about eight weeks after planting; thereafter, the rates rapidly
decreased in D-plots.

Plots planted at the high plant population

depleted available soil moisture earlier than those planted at the
low population, and depletion rates of the former plots became
gradually less than those of the latter plots.
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The effect of soil moisture was first indicated by the onset
of leaf senescence about 50 and 60 days after planting in NK233 and
DK-BR64, respectively.

The senescent rate of leaves was higher for

plants grown at the high population.

On the other hand, the effect

on dry matter accumulation was observed about 70 and 80 days after
planting in NK233 and DK-BR64, respectively, resulting in reduced
grain and vegetative weights for plants in D-plots.
Growth analyses revealed several features of field-grown
grain sorghum behavior under limited water supply.

Crop growth rate

(CGR) was highly correlated with leaf area index (LAI) rather than
net assimilation rate (NAR) throughout the growing season.

NAR

declined rapidly at the early stage, but became stable after LAI
reached three; thereafter, NAR remained constant in both D- and Wplots.

Head growth rate (HGR) of DK-BR64 appeared to be less

affected by water stress than CGR, and HGR of this cultivar grown
in D-plots became considerably higher than CGR while the maximum
HGR was attained.
Analyses of total nonstructural carbohydrate (TNC) for stem
samples also revealed dynamic interactions of source, reserve pool,
and sink of assimilate in sorghum plants.

TNC concentration

gradually increased until about one week after 50% bloom, and
plants in D-plots accumulated more TNC than those in W-plots.

Thus,

by this growth stage, photosynthesis and translocation processes
appeared to be less affected by water stress than plant growth.
The accumulated TNC, however, rapidly disappeared from the stems
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in both D- and W-plofcs while the maximum HGR was attained,

TNG in

the stems appeared to be remobilized to grains and to support less
stressed HGR.

Furthermore, as HGR declined, reaccumulation of TNG

was observed for plants in W-plots.
Regardless of considerable support from reserve assimilate
and stable NAR of viable leaves, grain yields of plants in D-plots
decreased by 33% compared with those in W-plots, and this reduction
was primarily responsible for smaller grain size (22% reduction).
However, grain yields were not significantly different for both
cultivars and plant spacings in D- and W-plots, indicating that
both cultivars expressed adaptability to water deficit and density
stress.
Conclusions derived from the present study are as follows:
1.

Sorghum plants are able to achieve several adaptive changes in
response to water deficit including leaf area adjustment and
carbon assimilate allocation.

2.

The close relationship between LAI and CGR of grain sorghum was
demonstrated under water stress conditions.

3.

Selection of cultivars having a large assimilate reserve pool
with great mobility and less senescent leaves may significantly
alleviate the effect of water stress at the grain filling
period.

APPENDIX A

METHOD OF.SMOOTHING ORIGINAL DATA

Some of the data presented in the text were smoothed and only
the smoothed data were presented in the figures.

Below is an

example of obtaining a series of smoothed points using five-point
quadratic formulae, and the coefficients of all formulae used in
this study are shown in Table 4,

Example:

See Erickson (1976) for details.

A series of five-point quadratic formulae are used in
order to obtain a smoothed value Y for n equally spaced
Y values:
Y

= (31Y1+9Y2-3Y3-5Y4+3Y5)/35,

1

V

= (9Y1+13Y2+12Y3+6Y4-5Y5)/35,

Y

= (-3Y1+12Y2+17Y3+12Y4-3Y5)/35,

3

L

?
Y

* (- Y i-2+
3

n
n

,
- 1

-

1 2

Yl-l+

1 7

Y i+

1 2

Yi+l- Yi+ 2)/35,
3

(-5Y ,+ Y ,+12Y ,+13Y ,+9Y )/35, and
n-4
n-3
n-2
n-1
n
6

= (3Y .-5Y _-3Y -+9Y .+31Y )/35.
n-4
n-3
n-2
n-1
n

These formulae give the least square values of
quadratic equations for each five Y values.

See

Table 4 to find coefficients for each formula.
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Table 4.

Coefficients of smoothing and numerical differentiation
formulae.

Type of Formula

Coefficients*

Smoothing Formulae
=

5-point quadratic

(31

+9

-3

-5

+3)/35

+

-5)/35

Y 1

( 9 +13 +12
Y

2

Y

1

Y
Y
7-point quadratic

n-- i =
n

Yi
=
Y

6

(-3 +12 +17 +12

-3)/35

(—5

+

+9)/35

( 3

-5

-3

+9 +31)/35

(32 +15

+3

—4

— 6

(5

+4

+3

+ 2

+

( 1

+3

+4

+4

+3

+1

-2)/14

(—2

+3

+

+7

+

+3

-

+12 +13

6

—3

+5)/42
-D / 1 4

1

2

Y3

6

6

2

) / 2

. Y
by symmetry
l- , n,

CM

Yi
Y
n-

1

Numerical Differentiation
formula
—?

5-point quadratic#

h
n
Y

(-54 +13 +40 +27 -26)/70h
=

(—34

+3 +20 +17

—6)/70h

=

(

- 1

+ )/

n-■l’ "
Yf
n

(

- 2

6

-17 -20

+

1

2

1 0

h

-3 +34)/70h

( 26 -27 -40 -13 +54)/70h

* After Erickson (1976)
#

is a derivative of Y^» and h is time interval between Y^ and

1

APPENDIX B

ORIGINAL MEAN VALUES OF MORPHOLOGICAL
AND PHYSIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS
EXAMINED FOR GRAIN SORGHUM

This appendix represents the mean values of the various
characteristics which were also used for growth analyses.

Least

significant differences at the 5% level at each harvest date are
also shown at the bottom of Tables 5-9.
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Table 5.

Changes In leaf areas (cm /plant) of grain sorghum.

Irrigation
Cultivar

Days after Planting
51
58
65

37

44

973

2185

3085

3581

3325

295

909

1660

3054

2845

79

510

1318

2464

2658

95

448

1105

2321

15

90

N.S.

100,000

72

319

250,000

64

100,000
250,000

(plants/ha)

16

23

30

100,000

68

345

250,000

49

100,000
250,000

72

79

2901

2421

2497

1841

2987

2273

2293

2221

N.S.

N.S.

1217

2518

330

855

101

457

94
15

86

93

100

1613

855

636

510

1656

1255

214

87

0

2017

1440

515

481

597

189

1673

1235

899

678

197

82

53

384

714

606

362

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

3046

3288

3335

3481

3385

3072

2374

1503

1544

1929

2841

2576

3123

2849

2425

2226

1567

‘ 1173

705

1107

2552

3064

2875

2735

2402

2352

1962

1548

1090

1084

418

1139

2233

2210

2523

2343

2634

1935

947

1306

884

649

76

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

441

240

71

N.S.

307

DK-BR64
D-plot
NK233

LSD.05*

DK-BR6A
W-plot
NK233

LSD.05

* Least significant difference at the 5% probability.

Table 6«

Irrigation
Treatment

Changes in total aboveground dry weights (g/plant) of grain sorghumo

Cultivar

DK-BR64
D-plot
NK233

Population
(plants/ha)

23

30

37

100,000

1.1

2.0

8.0

18.2

29.4

46.1

69.6

250,000

1.0

1.8

6.3

12.4

22.8

32.2

46.7

100,000

1.2

2.8

9.5

25.8

36.8

49.6

57.2

250,000

1.2

2.3

7.4

19.3

24.8

36.0

N. S .

0.6

1.5

4.8

N.S.

7.3

100,000

1.2

2.2

9.0

22.5

28.9

42.7

65.6

250,000

1.1

1.8

7.0

14.0

27.0

31.0

49.5

100,000

1.2

2.5

9.1

22.1

32.8

50.5

57.5

71.8

250,000

1.2

2.3

8.8

20.4

28.6

40.6

45.1

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

5.3

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

LSD.05*

DK-BR64
W-plot
NK233

LSD.05

Days after Planting
51
58
65
72

16

* Least significant difference at the 5% probability.

44

79

86

93

100

84.2

98.8

99.9

108.7

103.3

56.6

58.3

72.4

68.9

62.8

62.7

77.5

82.3

94.1

87.6

89.6

113.3

40.3

56.4

51.8

75.8

61.2

52.2

63.5

11.8

16.7

19.4

N.S.

14.3

31.7

40.4

74.3

84.2

101.6

113.6

123.2

112.6

57.0

62.7

72.2

88.5

83.4

81.5

93.3

103.2

108.7

101.1

115.1

77.5

69.2

65.9

85.3

91,0

76.3

N.S.

N.S.

21.3

N.S.

17.2

22.0

74.3

Table 7.
Irrigation
Treatment

Changes In head dry weights (g/plant) of grain sorghum.

Cultivar

DK-BR64
D-plot
NK233

Population
(plants/ha)

16

23

30

37

100,000

-

-

0.2

5.7

13.7

18.2

3.7

8.3

14.7

NK233

Days after Planting
72
58
65

79

86

93

35.7

52.4

54.7

61.4

23.8

36.3

36.3

32.3

32.7

100

-//

-

-

-

-

-

0.3

100,000

-

-

-

0.1

3.3

11.2

15.6

36.7

43.2

53.9

49.1

49.5

70.2

250,000

-

-

-

0.2

2.4

7.1

12.7

28.2

27.2

43.7

33.8

28.0

35.2

-

-

-

-

2.1

2.6

3.6

7.9

N.S.

N.S.

10.1

22.4

28.0

_

_

100,000
W-plot

51

250,000

LSD.05*

DK-BR64

44

58.0

0.2

6.0

13.6

20.2

34.9

54.4

66.1

71.3

62.0

_

0.4

3.7

9.0

15.2

27.2

37.8

50.3

45.6

44.4

-

0.3

2.6

10.8

15.7

31.6

52.3

62.5

65.1

58.4

66.4

250,000
100,000

-

-

250,000

-

-

-

0.2

4.2

9.0

14.1

37.6

39.2

39.2

50.5

54.0

43.3

-

-

-

-

1.8

4.6

4.2

8.0

12.9

N.S.

N.S.

10.0

14.7

LSD.05

* Least significant differences at the 5% probability.
// No data were collected.

Table 8„
Irrigation
Treatment

Changes in stem dry weights (g/plant) of grain sorghum.

Cultivar

DK-BR64

Population
(plants/ha)

D-plot
NK233

W-plot
NK233

86

30

-

0.5

1.9

5.3

11.3

20.4

22.5

18.1

17.0

16.3

17.5

18.3

-

-

0.4

1.7

4.4

8.4

14.2

16.4

12.9

13.1

12.1

11.0

11.4

37

72

79

93

100

100,000

-

-

0.8

3.1

6.1

13.4

16.7

15.3

14.6

15.3

15.1

16.2

18.6

250,000

-

-

0.5

2.5

4.5

10.0

11.1

10.0

8.9

11.4

10.1

9.0

11.5

-

-

N.S.

0.6

N.S.

2.2

2.5

4.4

1.6

3.0

3.3

5.0

6.1

LSD.05*

DK-BR64

Days after Planting
51
58
65

.23

100,000
250,000

44

16

100,000

-

_

0.5

2.7

4.6

10.2

19.1

20.8

17.9

17.1

16.8

19.8

21.2

250,000

-

-

0.5

1.9

5.3

8.0

14.8

16.4

13.5

12.3

14.4

14.9

15.6

100,000

-

-

0.6

3.1

5.6

13.5

15.5

15.3

13.1

14.8

17.0

17.7

21.6

250,000

-

-

0.6

2.9

. 5.4

11.8

11.3

13.6

10.4

9.3

13.3

15.0

14.3

-

-

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

3.0

2.7

2.9

2.5

LSD.05

* Least significant difference at the 5% probability.
// No data were collected.

Table 9.

Irrigation
Treatment

Changes in total nonstructural carbohydrate concentrations (%) in the stems of
grain sorghum.

Cultivar

DK-BR64
D-plot
NK233

Population
(plants/ha)

W-plot
NK233

30

37

44

Days after Planting
51
58
65

72

79

86

93

100

14.4

12.7

20.9

22.6

25.7

30.8

23.3

11.9

9.8

14.0

20.1

14.1

14.7

26.3

27.1

28.2

33.1

24.9

14.3

11.6

11.7

13.3

-

-

15.3

14.2

14.8

20.4

25.2

20.9

13.6

13.1

15.0

18.8

22.1

-

-

15.6

16.3

21.2

23.6

29.3

15.0

14.8

10.8

15.7

14.1

18.0

-

~

M.S.

N.S.

3.2

N.S.

N.S.

10.7

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

-

-

14.6

13.8

19.8

20.1

21.5

26.0

18.9

12.4

9.7

16.8

27.3

-

14.4

16.5

23.0

22.4

23.1

27.3

20.5

8.7

12.4

21.4

26.8

-if
-

100,000
250,000

100,000

23

-

100,000
250,000

LSD.05*

DK-BR64

16

250,000

-

100,000

-

-

16.7

16.7

16.7

18.2

19.0

16.1

10.7

13.4

18.5

23.0

29.2

250,000

-

-

16.2

14.9

19.9

19.0

19.9

13.3

10.7

12.2

19.2

26.1

26.0

-

-

1.6

N.S.

2.9

N.S.

N.S.

2.3

5.7

N.S.

4.4

5.3

N.S.

LSD.05

* Least significant difference at the 5% probability.
if No data were collected.
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